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1 Introduction 

1.1 Identification 

(1) This document forms part of the "ETFMS” documentation. 

(2) This document has a document reference of "APT/USD/API_Impl_Guide". 

(3) This document has a Title of "API Implementation Guide". 

1.2 Purpose 

(1) The purpose of this document is to provide Reference & Implementation guide for API services. 
It provides an overview of the available API services and related B2B web services, including the 
implementation details. 

(2) This document contains a description of the different types of API services. It starts with an 
introduction to the B2B web services and the description of the general fields, i.e. fields (called 
attributes) that can be used in all API services. It is followed by a detailed description of each type 
of API service. 

(3) This document also contains a short description of other NM B2B Services that have a strong 
relationship with API services such as the NM B2B Request/Replay and NM B2B 
Publish/Subscribe for reception of NM flight data. 

(4) This document describes the API implementation as implemented in the current NM24.0 release. 
It also contains an overview of outstanding issues expected to be implemented in future NM 
software releases. 

1.3 Scope 

(1) The intended audience of this document is anybody who would like to have an overview of the 
API services. This includes Airports, including ANI Airports, CDM Airports, ADV ATC TWR 
Airports; ANSPs, including FMPs; AOs, NMOC OPS staff and software developers. 

1.4 Requirement Identification 

1.4.1 Requirements Terminology 

(1) The following notations are designed to provide a clear, concise and homogeneous way of 
expressing either mandatory requirements, preferred choices or free choices. In particular, the 
notation of bold ”shall” highlights mandatory requirements, thus allowing an easier application 
and better auditability of this document. 

(2) Throughout this document the following use of terminology shall apply: 

a) The word ”shall” as shown shall always be used in the text to indicate a statement of 
requirement which is mandatory. 

b) The word ”will” as shown in lower case shall only be used in the text to indicate the future 
tense. 

c) The word ”should” as shown in lower case shall only be used in the text to indicate a 
statement of preference. 

d) The word ”may” as shown in lower case shall only be used in the text to indicate a 
statement of choice. 

e) Any text to be reproduced exactly shall be enclosed in quotes (i.e. “”). 
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1.5 Colour coding 

(1) The following colour coding is used in this document: 

- Blue background:  to be clarified within NM 
- Fuchsia background:  to be discussed within NM 
- Yellow background: not yet implemented, future extension 
- Other colour text:  due to the track-changes feature of Microsoft Word. 
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2 References 

2.1 External 

(1) This document makes reference to the following external documents, an external document being 
defined as a document not produced by the NM: 

None 

2.2 NM 

(1) NMOC referenced documents shall take precedence over any referenced external documents 
wherever conflict arises between them. The following documents are referenced within this 
document: 

Doc Ref 1. Flight Progress Messages, ref APT/USD/MSG_INTF, Edition 2.500, author Hans 
Koolen, dated 01/03/2019. 

Doc Ref 2. API Implementation Road Map (under development) 

Doc Ref 3. NM B2B web services reference manuals. The NM B2B web services reference 
manuals are published in the EUROCONTROL One-SKY teams B2B library. Access 
to the library can be requested to NM.customersupport@eurocontrol.int. More info 
can also be found on “https://www.eurocontrol.int/service/network-manager-
business-business-b2b-web-services” 

Doc Ref 4. not used 

Doc Ref 5. ATFCM Operations Manual, Network Operations Handbook, Edition 24.0, author(s) 
S. Niarchakou, M. Sfyroeras, dated 23/06/2020 

Doc Ref 6. NM B2B web services – Use cases, Business documentation for Flight Management, 
Edition 1.0, author A. Woollin, dated 11/06/2018 

Doc Ref 7. NM B2B Operational deployment of NM B2B Web Services – User Guide, dated 
20/12/2016, available on the EUROCONTROL One-SKY teams B2B library. 

Doc Ref 8. B2B WRITE Service Documentation Set, dated 22/11/2017, available on the 
EUROCONTROL One-SKY teams B2B library. 

Doc Ref 9. NOP/B2B Reference Manuals - Essentials, Release NM24.0.0, available on the 
EUROCONTROL One-SKY teams B2B library 
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3 API Introduction 

3.1 Overview 

(1) The purpose of the Airport Planning Information (API) services is to provide NM with arrival flight 
data related updates. Such data could be made available by ANI Airports, based upon their AODB 
or DCB tools or by FMPs/ATC using Arrival Management applications. 

(2) ANI Airport is an airport that has fully adopted the Airport CDM concept, providing the full set of 
DPI messages. In addition, an ANI Airport has also implemented a DCB process and API 
services.  

(3) API services are available through the NM B2B Web Services provided by EUROCONTROL 
Network Manager (NM) for system-to-system connection, which allow users to access NM 
services and data. 

(4) API services may include time estimates and actual values at specific milestones of the flight: like 

landing, taxiing, in-block, etc., ... as well as in-bound flight status like entered TMA, holding, FNL, 
in block, etc. and other information like the STAR, runway, target time of arrival or at IAF, arrival 
terminal and minimum turnaround time. 

(5) The API servicess will be used to update NMOC’s flight data and also to solve and avoid local 
DCB issues. On one hand, the update of the flight data may improve the ATFCM slot allocation 
process by reducing overloads, reducing bunching and additionally it may reduce the ATF CM 
delay for other non-departed flights. On the other hand, the requests of Target Take Off or Target 
Time Over according to the local business needs will allow better arrival management. 

(6) The data received via API services will also be shared with NM’s users such as ANSPs, AOs and 
Airports of Destination via the NMOC’s Data sharing Services. 

(7) There are three (3) types of API services:  

a) General API 

b) Target Take Off API 

c) Target Time Over API 

These API services are described in more detail in the sections below. 

(8) The detailed operational procedures associated to APIs for the co-ordination between ATFCM 
and Airports are described in the ATFCM Operations Manual, Doc Ref 5. 

 

3.2 Objectives 

(1) The overall objective of the API services is to improve coordination between ATFCM (NMOC & 
FMP) with Airport/TMA operations in order to improve Network, Airport and TMA operations. 

(2) The General API aims to inform NM about known/available pertinent local flight arrival planning 
and actuals, while Target Take-Off and Time Over APIs aim to integrate Airport and FMP needs 
into the ATFCM processes. 

 

3.3 Benefits of API Services 

(1) The continous exchange of API contributes to more accurate flight profiles in the NOP and 
increases the traffic predictability as it improves the traffic demand accuracy and DCB process. 
By NOP providing access to the most up-to-date arrival flight data (for NOP actors common 
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situational awareness) and to the resulting improved flight profiles, NOP is supporting a better 
planning of Airport ATV (Airport Transit View) and Airspace Users’ operations. 

(2) API services allow ANI Airports and/or FMPs to request an arrival sequence that expresses their 
business needs and solve local DCB imbalances. 

(3) These services are a way for the Airports and the ATFCM process to be integrated, supporting 
therefore the management of the network.  

(4) They allow the NMOC to better know the Airport constraints for a given flight and to take them 
into account in its own processes. 

(5) They allow the Airport to have a better knowledge of the arriving traffic and to take it into account 
in its own processes. 

(6) They provide more accurate timing of the traffic enabling automatic processes such as ATFM slot 
allocation to be more effective. 

(7) They improve the short term forecast of the traffic situation. 

(8) They will support the management of critical situations at Airports and the impact on other actors. 

 

3.4 Pre-requisites  

3.4.1 General 

(1) Before reading the summary description of the API services, the following pre-requisites must be 
known and well understood. 

(2) API services can be used by an ANI Airport and FMP. Their systems will have to be adapted in 
order to be able to use the API services. 

(3) ANI Airport and FMP systems need to get access on their operational platform to NM B2B web 
services as described in Doc Ref 3 that provides a guide on how to operationally deploy an NM 
B2B web service.  

(4) In addition to subscribing to the API B2B web services, the use of the API services require the 
subscription to the NM B2B web services for Flight data and Regulation data, as indicated in Doc 
Ref 3 above. 

(5) In case subscription to these services is not available yet, the Airport and/or FMP shall follow the 
steps described in Doc Ref 3 to get access to the desired services. 

(6) API services are automatically generated by the systems, so no human operator should be 
requested to type or input API services. Note that API services shall be based upon defined & 
agreed operational processes at the ANI Airport/FMP. 

3.4.2 Minimum Requirements / API Readiness Criteria 

(1) The API services will only be accepted on the NM/ETFMS operational system from clients with 
eligible roles and NM B2B write credentials. 

(2) The acceptance is also subject to an Operational Evaluation which will verify if the Quality control 

parameters are above a pre-defined level. An example of such a QC parameter could be Slot- 
Adherence shall be above an agreed value (e.g. 80%). The quality criteria are defined in Doc Ref 
2.  

(3) The Quality Control parameters ensure that the provided data is improving Network Operations.  

(4) Before starting the transmission of API services to the NMOC, the users must have followed the 

Operational Deployment process for Write services as described in Doc Ref 8 and the API 
Implementation Roadmap described in Doc Ref 2. 
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(5) The users shall show that the system accomplishes the Access Acceptance Criteria and has 
fulfilled the acceptance activities for APIs, described in Doc Ref 8. 

(6) Only if the acceptance rate by ETFMS of these services is considered high enough, a GoNoGo 

meeting will be organised. The transfer of API services into operations will only take place after 
the API quality criteria are above the agreed NMOC acceptable values. The quality criteria are 
defined in Doc Ref 2. 

(7) Note that one of the 1st steps to be taken is to describe the API service interface an API Interface 
Control Document (API-ICD) which will comprise e.g. the source of Taxi-Time and STARs, the 
operational trigger events of API services, etc. This is usually one of the 1st steps to be taken in 
the project. 

 

3.5 Quality Control 

(1) If, during operations, the quality control of API services and of any other parameter (e.g. 
adherence to ATFM slots) descends below the agreed NM acceptable values, the NMOC may 
decide to ignore/reject any API service from that concerned originator. Note that the Interruption 
of API services procedure is set out in Doc Ref 5. 

 

3.6 The operational process – stakeholders involvement 

3.6.1 Procedures & Data Accuracy 

(1) API services can only be used following a cooperation between the relevant operational partners, 
being: FMP, Airport Operations, TWR/Approach and NMOC during the implementation project. 

(2) API services can only be used after the operational procedures and process have been discussed 
and agreed between FMP, Airport Operations, TWR/Approach and NMOC. Please refer to 
Appendix C – Working Relationship – APOC – TWR – FMP – NMOC operations and to Appendix 
D – Procedure for contingency Operations with ANI Airports for an overview. 

(3) API services can only be used when its contents is used by FMP/ATC/Airport Operations and that 
the validity and accuracy of the data is based upon established and well applied operational 
procedures. 

(4) The API services and their attributes shall only be used if these contain more accurate or 
complete data than the NM/ETFMS system already has. 

3.6.2 Stakeholders (who can use the API) 

(1) The GeneralAPIRequest service can be used by ANSPs and ANI Airports that can provide more 
accurate data. The GeneralAPIRequest service shall be used to share general flight data 
attributes such as arrivalRoute, landingTime, arrivalRunway… with the ATM Network. 

(2) The TargetTakeOffAPIRequest service can be used by FMPs, eAMANs and ANI Airports that 
operate adequate Demand Capacity Balancing (DCB) or similar tools. The 
TargetTakeOffAPIRequest service is used to improve the (flow) management of inbound flights 
in cases the demand is higher than available capacity. This is mainly for flights that depart from 
inside the NM Area, flights that may be assigned a CTOT. 

(3) The TargetTimeOverAPIRequest service (see section 7 TargetTimeOverAPIRequest) can be 
used by FMPs and ANI Airports that operate adequate Demand Capacity Balancing or similar  
tools. FMPs and ANI Airports may also wish to optimise the arrival sequence for flights that are 
not eligible for CTOT assignment such as already airborne flights and departures from outside 
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the NM Area. This optimisation is done by agreeing a Time Over a way-point between ANI 
Airport/FMP and the Airline/pilot.  The TargetTimeOverAPIRequest service is used to share an 
agreed Time-Over with NM.  
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3.7 B2B Services 

(1) NM B2B Web Services is an interface provided by the EUROCONTROL NM for system-to-system 
access to its services and data. 

 

 

Figure 1. Services available for an FMP, linked to the use of API 

 
 

(2) It enables automatic exchange of digital information, supporting network and local collaborative 
processes integration. 

(3) The available NM B2B Web Services are grouped into various operational domains:  

a) Flight Services 

b) Airspace Services 

c) Flow Services 

d) General information services 

e) Publish/Subscribe Services 

(4) API services belong to Flight Services operational domain. 

(5) In addition to the API services described in this document, both ANI Airports and FMP System(s) 
would need additional B2B services (e.g. flight data requests) to be able to use the functionalities 
of APIs. The following figures provide an overview of the most relevant B2B web services related 
to API services. 
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Figure 2. Services available for an ANI Airport, linked to the use of API 

(6) Depending on the needs, each FMP or ANI Airport can request access and use one or several of 
the services available for its profile. 

(7) An overview of the B2B services complementary to API services is provided in Appendix F in this 
document. More details on the NM B2B Web Services available can be found in Doc Ref 3.  
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4 Attributes 

4.1 Introduction 

(1) The attributes in B2B web services contain the data elements that are included in the service and 
its type.  

(2) The following attributes will only be used for matching the API service to the flight (these will not 
be used for updating the flight data): ifplId, aircraftId, aerodromeOfDeparture, 
aerodromeOfDestination and estimatedOffBlockTime. 

(3) All other attributes will be either used to update the ETFMS flight data or for information sharing 

purposes (i.e. collect the data elements from Airports and share with the ATM community such 
as AOs through CHMI, NOP, B2B web services…). 

(4) Syntax and semantic definition of the constituent attributes are described in this section.  

(5) For provision of API services via B2B web services, all attributes referenced but not described 
explicitly below are described Doc Ref 3. 

 

4.2 Attribute naming conventions in this document 

(1) This document describes the process for provision of API services via B2B web services. 

(2) The B2B attribute names are relevant for software developers.  

(3) This document uses the B2B attribute names. 

(4) The ADEXP fields that will be visibile in the ETFMS oplog can be found in Appendix E-  
“Conversion table of API data fields B2B ↔ ADEXP”. 

 

4.3 Standard processing 

4.3.1 Description 

(1) This section describes the Transmisison Events (When), the Usage (How) and the Acceptance 
Rules (Acceptance Rules) that apply to any attribute.  

(2) Further details or any deviations from the standard rules times can be found in the description of 
each attribute or in the API service that provides the attribute.  

4.3.2 When (can it be sent) 

(1) The attributes should be provided as soon as they are available in the FMP system or ANI Airport 
system but not before the Flight Plan has been filed. For more details, please refer to the 
description of each API service type. 

(2) The attributes shall only be provided after they have been operationally validated. 

(3) By “operationally validated” is meant that NM systems shall only be provided with data that is 
considered sufficiently complete and accurate for operations at the ANI Airport/FMP by 
operational staff at that the FMP or at the Airport. 
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4.3.3 Acceptance Rules (general) 

(1) The service, attribute type, syntax & semantics descriptions shall be as specified in Doc Ref 3. 

(2) In case the API service cannot be correlated to a flight, it is rejected with “NOT EXISTING 
FLIGHT”. 

(3) In case the originator (certificate) of API service is unknown to NM systems or in case the 
processing of an API service is (temporarily) disabled, the API is rejected with “NOT 
AUTHORISED TO SEND THIS MESSAGE”. 

(4) An overview of reply messages to API Services can be found in Appendix B – API ERRor reply 
services summary. 

(5) The API services are rejected for IFPS suspended flights. IFPS could suspend a flight subject to 
flight plan reprocessing due to any possible environment modification that may impact it and which 
triggers an invalid flight plan . Flights with invalid flight plans shall not take place. In such a case, 
the API service is rejected with “FLIGHT IS SUSPENDED BY IFPS REVALIDATION”. 

 

 

4.3.4 How (does ETFMS use it) 

(1) NM/ETFMS uses all the attributes for information sharing purposes via B2B web services. 

(2) NM/ETFMS uses all the attributes for information sharing purposes via CHMI and NOP portal. 
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4.4 Attribute  Service relationship 

 

(1) The following table provides an overview of which attribute shall or should be present for each 
API type. 

Attribute-name G-API TT-off API TT-over API Usage 
aerodromeOfDeparture M M M Key 

aerodromeOfDestination M M M Key 
aircraftId M M M Key 

estimatedOffBlockTime M M M Key 
ifplId HD HD HD Key 

     
arrivalProcedure O O O  Upd 
flightStatusInbound M    2) M    2) M    2)  Upd 

     
aircraftIATAId M -- -- Info 

aircraftType HD -- --  Discr 
airportSlotArrival O -- -- Info 

arrivalApronStand HD -- -- Info 
arrivalRunway O -- -- Info 
arrivalTaxiTime M -- -- Info 

arrivalTerminal O -- -- Upd 
impactSeverityIndicator O -- -- Info 

inBlockTime HD -- -- Info 

landingTime O -- -- Upd 

minimumTurnaroundTime HD -- -- Info 
registrationMark HD -- -- Discr 
scheduledInBlockTime M -- -- Info 

     
coordinationFix -- U=M,   R=-- U=M,   R=-- Upd 

targetAPIUseCase -- M M Upd 
     

consolidatedTargetTimeOver  -- O,   R=--  1) -- Upd 
earliestTargetTimeOver   -- O,   R=--  1) -- Upd 

regulationId -- U=M,   R=-- -- Upd 
     
targetTimeOver -- -- U=M,   R=-- Upd 

     
 
 

Letter Meaning 
M Mandatory 

HD Highly Desired. HD is used to indicate that the feature is key to reach the 
intended beneftifs to Airport and ATM Network and that reasons for not 
implementing it must be stated. 

O Optional 
U=M If usecase=Update, the attribute is mandatory 

U=R If usecase=Remove, the attribute must be null 
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Usage Meaning 

Key key-field, used for matching service to flight data 

Upd used for updating flight data and processing 
Discr Used for raising discrepance alerts 
Info Used for information sharing and possible future extensions 

 

(2) Notes: 

1) One of consolidatedTargetTimeOver  or earliestTargetTimeOver  must be provided 
2) Optional as of NM release 25.0 
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4.5 Key-attributes 

4.5.1 Introduction 

(1) This section described the attributes that are required to be able to match a received API service 
to flight data in ETFMS.  

 

4.5.2 aerodromeOfDeparture & aerodromeOfDestination 

4.5.2.1 Description 

(1) The aerodromeOfDeparture and the aerodromeOfDestination shall contain the ADEP and ADES 
as received in the Flight Plan from NM/IFPS. 

4.5.2.2 When (can it be sent) 

(1) The aerodromeOfDeparture and the aerodromeOfDestination shall be provided in accordance 
with the API service transmission rules. 

4.5.2.3 How (does ETFMS use it) 

(1) ETFMS uses the aerodromeOfDeparture and the aerodromeOfDestination for matching the 
received API service to the flight plan data in NM/ETFMS. 

 

4.5.3 aircraftId 

4.5.3.1 Description 

(1) The aircraftId shall contain the ICAO aircraft identifier as received in the ICAO ATC Flight Plan 
from NM/IFPS. 

4.5.3.2 When (can it be sent) 

(1) The aircraftId shall be provided in accordance with the API service transmission rules. 

4.5.3.3 How (does ETFMS use it) 

(1) The aircraftId will be used for matching the received API service to the flight plan data in 
NM/ETFMS. 
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4.5.4 estimatedOffBlockTime 

4.5.4.1 Description 

(1) The estimatedOffBlockTime shall contain the EOBT and EOBD as received in the last received 
ICAO Flight Plan and associated messages (i.e. FPL, APL, DLA or CHG message) from 
NM/IFPS. 

4.5.4.2 When (can it be sent) 

(1) The estimatedOffBlockTime shall be provided in accordance with the API service transmission 
rules. 

(2) It is not required to send an API service update because of a change in estimatedOffBlockTime 
only except when it has an impact on any of the provided API attributes. 

4.5.4.3 How (does ETFMS use it) 

(1) The estimatedOffBlockTime will be used for matching the received API service to the flight plan 
data in NM/ETFMS. 

 
 

4.5.5 ifplId 

4.5.5.1 Description 

(1) If available, the ifplId shall contain the IFPLID of the Flight Plan as received from NM/IFPS. 

4.5.5.2 When (can it be sent) 

(1) The ifplId shall be provided in accordance with the API service transmission rules. 

(2) In case the Flight plan is cancelled and re-filed, the subsequent API services shall contain the 
ifplId of the new flight plan. 

4.5.5.3 How (does ETFMS use it) 

(1) ETFMS uses the ifplid for matching the received API service to the flight plan data in NM/ETFMS. 

 
 

4.6 Common attributes  

4.6.1 Introduction 

(1) The section Common Attributes describes the attributes that can be used in any type of API 
service. 
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4.6.2 arrivalProcedure 

4.6.2.1 Description 

(1) If provided, the arrivalProcedure shall contain the planned/predicted Arrival Route of the flight. 
This is expected to be the portion of the route between the last point on the (flight plan) route and 
the aerodrome of destination. 

(2) An arrivalProcedure may depend on the flight plan route, the landing runway noise abatement 
procedures or other local constraints. 

(3) The arrivalProcedure shall contain: 

 the identifier of the STAR as is published in the AIP                                      or  

 the value “DCT” in case the flight received a direct clearance,”                     or  
 the waypoint name to which the direct clearance was issued.  

(4) It may contain a planned or predicted arrivalProcedure but eventually, it shall be the route that 
was provided in the ATC clearance. 

4.6.2.2 When (can it be sent) 

(1)  An update of the arrivalProcedure shall be sent for any change of a previously provided 
arrivalProcedure. 

4.6.2.3 Additional acceptance rules 

(1) The arrivalProcedure shall only be provided when a FMP or Airport system can provide more 
accurate data than is actually available in ETFMS.  

(2) Note that an API service is still accepted if the arrivalProcedure value cannot be used. In the 
ETFMS oplog indicating that the service is “NOT FULLY PROCESSED” will be recorded. 

4.6.2.4 How (does ETFMS use it) 

(1) The arrivalProcedure will override any automatically allocated arrivalProcedure or previously 
received arrivalProcedure. 

(2) The arrivalProcedure will not be used but stored for later use when none of its connecting points 
is on the route of the flight (plan). 

(3) Note that in NM Release 25.0, this will be changed to: 

(4) NM/ETFMS will try to automatically connect the arrivalProcedure to the flight plan in case none 
of its connecting points is on the route of the flight (plan). 

(5) The value “DCT” in the arrivalProcedure is interpreted by ETFMS as direct clearance from the 
last en-route point to the airport of destination. Note that ETFMS can only use the DCT value if a 
relevant DCT-segment has been defined in the NM/CACD system as a non-ICAO CDR3. 

(6) A waypoint name in the arrivalProcedure is interpreted by ETFMS as a direct clearance from the 
provided waypoint to the airport of destination. Note that ETFMS only uses the waypoint if a DCT-
segment has been defined in the NM/CACD system between the specified way-point and the 
Airport. In case the waypoint is not on the flight’s route, ETFMS will use pathfinder tool to update 
the route the route to the specified waypoint.    

(7) The arrivalProcedure updates the FTFM, RTFM and the CTFM if the flight is not yet airborne. If 
the flight is airborne, only the CTFM is updated. 
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(8) An arrivalProcedure update results in an ATFCM Impact Assessment, i.e. may result in a CTOT 
update, a flight suspension or a slot cancellation (SLC). 

(9) The arrivalProcedure received via an API service can only be modified via another API service. 

arrivalProcedure updates derived from an ENV runway update or received via a CHG message 
containing a STAR are ignored after reception of an API containting an arrivalProcedure. 

 

 

4.6.3 flightStatusInbound 

4.6.3.1 Description 

(1) If provided, the flightStatusInbound shall contain the Flight Status as known by the ANI 
Airport/FMP, for the inbound flight.  

(2) Only the applicable values have to be provided. 

(3) The possible values that can be provided are: 

Value Meaning 

AIR Airborne - The aircraft has just taken off from the outstation 
CNX Cancelled - Flight has been cancelled in AODB before the ICAO flight plan 

has been cancelled. 
DBC De-Boarding Completed - The aircraft is on stand and all passengers 

disembarked the aircraft 

DBR De-Boarding - The de-boarding of passenger has started 
DIV Diverted - Flight has been diverted to another airport 
FIR Within FIR boundary - The aircraft has entered local FIR of destination 

airport 

FNL On final approach - The aircraft has got to the FAF or FAP (Final Approach 
Fix point) and proceeds to fly the final approach segment towards the airport 

GOA Go Around - Going around not yet landed 
IBK In block at the stand 

IDH In definitive hold - The aircraft is airborne, normally in a stack, and unable to 
continue approach 

INI Initiated - The aircraft operation has been confirmed (ICAO FPL 
filed/activated in airport system). 

SCH Schedule data - Flight is scheduled 

TMA Terminal Area - The aircraft has entered local TMA of destination airport 
TXI Landed / Taxi-ing - The aircraft is on ground and rolling to the stand 

 

4.6.3.2 When (can it be sent) 

(1) An API service update shall be sent for any change of a previously provided flightStatusInbound. 

4.6.3.3 How (does ETFMS use it) 

(1) The flightStatusInbound is used for interpretation of the value of the landingTime attribute (see 
section 4.7.11 landingTime) and will be used for the inBlockTime attribute (see section 4.7.10 
inBlockTime). 

(2) Note that it is not used for e.g. cancelling or suspending the flight based upon the value CNX.  
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4.7 General Data attributes  

4.7.1 Introduction 

(1) The section General Data attributes describes the attributes that can be used in the General API 
service. 

4.7.2 aircraftIATAId 

4.7.2.1 Description 

(1) The aircraftIATAId shall contain the IATA flight number of the flight (for example IB3214 and not 
IBE3214)). It shall be the one that operates the flight. 

(2) The source of the aircraftIATAId should be the Aircraft Operator or the Airport Slot Coordinator. 

4.7.2.2 When (can it be sent) 

(1) An API service update shall be sent for any change of a previously provided aircraftIATAId. 

4.7.2.3 How (does ETFMS use it) 

(1) The aircraftIATAId will be used to match the API service to scheduled flight data in NM/ETFMS 
when e.g. flight plan data is not yet available. 

(2) The aircraftIATAId will be used by AOs to crosscheck the link between the ATC flight plan with 
IATA flight data (by the use of CHMI or NM B2B flight data). 

(3) It will be used by NM to crosscheck the link between the ATC flight plan and the IATA flight data 
as known to NM (in e.g. NM/DDR system). 

 

4.7.3 aircraftType 

4.7.3.1 Description 

(1) The aircraftType shall contain the ICAO identifier of the aircraft type that operates the flight.  

(2) The aircraftType shall contain a valid ICAO aircraft type as specified in ICAO DOC 8643 Aircraft 
Type Designators.  

(3) The aircraftType shall contain the aircraft type that is available in the AODB. It shall be an aircraft 
type that is received from the AO/HA via the IATA messaging or that has been verified by the 
responsible unit at the Airport (it shall not be a simple copy of the ATC flight plan).  

(4) The aircraftType may be received from the AO as early as D-1 and it may change until shortly 
before arrival (when e.g. informed by an MVT message). 

4.7.3.2 When (can it be sent) 

(1) An API service update shall be sent for any change of a previously provided aircraftType. 
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4.7.3.3 How (does ETFMS use it) 

(1) The aircraftType is stored and used to possibly log in the ETFMS oplog a discrepancy when this 
aircraft type is different from the last one received from an IFPS flight plan or different from any 
aircraftType received via a Departure Planning Information (DPI) message. 

 

4.7.4 airportSlotArrival 

4.7.4.1 Description 

(1) The airportSlotArrival shall contain the airport Slot Arrival Time as provided by the National Airport 
Slot Coordinator, in case the flight arrives at a coordinated or schedule facilitated Airport.  

(2) For flights that are exempted from having an airport slot, the airportSlotArrival shall be omitted. 
Examples of such flights could be diversions or Ambulance flights. 

4.7.4.2 When (can it be sent) 

(1) An API service update shall be sent for any change of a previously provided airportSlotArrival. 
Note that it is assume that this time will not be updated frequently. 

4.7.4.3 How (does ETFMS use it) 

(1) The airportSlotArrival will be used for prioritisation of flights within ATFM measures (i.e. take the 
airportSlotArrival into account for ATFM slot allocation in conventional arrival regulations). 

(2) Also refer here to scheduledInBlockTime (see section 4.7.14 scheduledInBlockTime). It is 
assumed that airportSlotArrival time is aligned with the scheduledInBlockTime. 

 
 

4.7.5 arrivalApronStand 

4.7.5.1 Description 

(1) The arrivalApronStand shall contain the identifier of the assigned apron stand. 

(2) The arrivalApronStand be assigned to a flight at D-1 and it may change until shortly before arrival. 

4.7.5.2 When (can it be sent) 

(1) An API service update shall be sent for any change of a previously provided arrivalApronStand. 

4.7.5.3 How (does ETFMS use it) 

(1) The arrivalApronStand will be used in the application of ATFCM measures, i.e. to select flights for 
regulation or exemption of a regulation dependent on the arrivalApronStand. 
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4.7.6 arrivalRunway 

4.7.6.1 Description 

(1) The arrivalRunway shall contain the identifier of the assigned arrival runway.  

(2) The arrivalRunway may be assigned to a flight at D-1 and it may change until shortly before 
arrival. 

4.7.6.2 When (can it be sent) 

(1) An API service update shall be sent for any change of a previously provided arrivalRunway. 

4.7.6.3 How (does ETFMS use it) 

(1) ETFMS will use the arrivalRunway to select a taxi-in time (EXIT)  and/or an arrival procedure 
(STAR) if these data elements were not provided individually in an API service. This is mainly 
used when the arrivalTaxiTime and arrivalProcedure are not provided (in the same API service). 

(2) Once an arrivalRunway has been received via an API service, any Runway changed via Runway 
configuration updates are ignored. 

(3) The arrivalRunway will be used in Machine Learning tools to improve prediction of e.g. taxitime 
times. 

 

4.7.7  arrivalTaxiTime 

4.7.7.1 Description 

(1) The arrivalTaxiTime shall contain the estimated or actual taxi time from landing runway to the 
parking position/gate.  

(2) The arrivalTaxiTime may be assigned to a flight at D-1 and it may change until shortly before 
arrival. 

4.7.7.2 When (can it be sent) 

(1) An update of the arrivalTaxiTIme shall be sent for a change of the arrivalTaxiTime dependent on 
the status of the inbound flight. It shall be sent for any change of the arrivalTaxiTime of: 

Flight status of inbound flight Update requirement 

Not yet airborne >= 5 min 
Airborne >= 5 min 

4.7.7.3 Additional acceptance rules 

(1) The arrivalTaxiTime shall be between 1 minutes and 90 minutes. If it is not the API is rejected 
with “TAXI TIME OUT OF RANGE”. 

 

4.7.7.4 How (does ETFMS use it) 

(1) The arrivalTaxiTime updates the FTFM, RTFM and the CTFM if the flight is not yet airborne. If 
the flight is airborne, only the CTFM is updated. 
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(2) The arrivalTaxiTime may be used to calculate a landingTime (see section 4.7.11 landingTime) or 
inBlockTime (see section 4.7.10 inBlockTime) in case these are not present in the same API 
service. 

(3) Once an arrivalTaxiTime has been received via an API service, any arrivalTaxiTime changes via 
Runway configuration updates are ignored. 

(4) The NM/MIRROR tool will use the arrivalTaxiTime in its display of flight connections. 

 
 

4.7.8 arrivalTerminal 

4.7.8.1 Description 

(1) The arrivalTerminal shall contain the identifier of the assigned arrival terminal.  

(2) The terminal identifier may be assigned to a flight at D-1 and may change until shortly before 
arrival. 

4.7.8.2 When (can it be sent) 

(1) An API service update shall be sent for any change of a previously provided arrivalTerminal. 

4.7.8.3 How (does ETFMS use it) 

(1) The arrivalTerminal will be used in the application of ATFCM measures, i.e. to select flights for 
regulation or exemption of a regulation dependent on the arrivalTerminal.  

(2) The arrivalTerminal will be used by Machine Learning tools to improve prediction of e.g. taxitime 
times. 

 

 

4.7.9 impactSeverityIndicator 

4.7.9.1 Description 

(1) The impactSeverityIndicator shall contain the impact assessment of non-punctual arrival upon 
the Airport planning and the AUs business needs. 

(2) It may be updated if e.g. the estimated landing time changes. 

(3) The possible values that the impactSeverityIndicator attribute can take are: 

 

Indicator Description 

Null Unknown 

OT On time arrival - No knock-on effect 

E Early arrival with no impact 

EI Early arrival with expected lack of Airport resources 

L Late arrival without knock-on effect 

LI Late arrival with Knock-on effect 
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Indicator Description 

LIP Late arrival with knock-on effect on priority flight 

Table 1. Impact Severity Indicator possible values 

4.7.9.2 When (can it be sent) 

(1) An updated API service shall be sent when the impactSeverityIndicator changes compared to a 
previously provided impactSeverityIndicator. 

4.7.9.3 How (does ETFMS use it) 

(1) The impactSeverityIndicator will be used to raise special attention to a flight to Flow Controllers 
and FMPs. 

 
 

4.7.10 inBlockTime 

4.7.10.1 Description 

(1) The inBlockTime shall contain the time the aircraft is expected to arrive at stand/gate or the time 
the aircraft has actually arrived at the stand/gate. 

4.7.10.2 When (can it be sent) 

(1) An API service update for a change of inBlockTime depends on the status if the inbound flight. It 
shall be sent for any change of the inBlockTime of: 

Flight status of inbound flight Update requirement 

Not yet airborne >= 15 min 
Airborne >= 5 min 

Landed >= 5 min 

4.7.10.1 Additional acceptance rules 

(1) The inBlockTime - arrivalTaxiTime shall be within a 15min window around the landingTime in the 
same API service. Else the API is rejected with “PROVIDED TIMES ARE INCONSISTENT”. 

 

4.7.10.2 How (does ETFMS use it) 

(1) The inBlockTime is used for information sharing purposes. 

(2) The inBlockTime is interpreted as an Estimated Time or an Actual Time dependent the value of 
the flightStatusInbound-attribute (see section 4.6.3 flightStatusInbound)  in accordance with the 
table below: 

flightStatusInbound value inBlockTime interpertation 

AIR Estimated 
CNX Estimated 

DBC Actual 
DBR Actual 
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DIV Estimated 
FIR Estimated 

FNL Estimated 
GOA Estimated 

IBK Actual 
IDH Estimated 
INI Estimated 

SCH Estimated 
TMA Estimated 

TXI Estimated 

(3) In case the flightStatusInbound is omitted, the inBlockTime is interpreted as Estimated. 

(4) In case the API service does not contain a landingTime attribute (see section 4.7.11 landingTime), 
an actual inBlockTime - arrivalTaxiTime will be used the landingTIme received from the Airport. 
Such a derived LandingTime will be used in the same way as a received landingTime. 

(5) Note that Airports may have an accurate AIBT and AXIT but no ALDT recording. 

(6) The inBlockTime will be used by the NM/MIRROR to calculate OBT of the outbound leg? 

(7) The actual inBlockTime will be used by the NM/CCAMS to uptimise the SSR Code allocation time. 

(8) The inBlockTime will be used to raise an alert when e.g. EIBT/AIBT + MTTT > EOBT + 15min. 

 
 

4.7.11 landingTime 

4.7.11.1 Description 

(1) The landingTime shall contain the time the aircraft is estimated to land or the time the aircraft has 
actually landed. It is interpreted by ETFMS in combination with the flightStatusInbound attribute 
(see section 4.6.3 flightStatusInbound). 

(2) Note that it shall never contain a Scheduled Landing Time. 

4.7.11.2 When (can it be sent) 

(1) An API service update for a change of landingTime depends on the status if the inbound flight. It 
shall be sent for any change of the landingTime of: 

Flight status of inbound flight Update requirement 

Not yet airborne >= 15 min 
Airborne >= 5 min 

Landed >= 5 min 
 

4.7.11.3 Additional acceptance rules 

(1) An FMP or ANI Airport system shall only provide a landingTime estimate if it can provide more 
accurate values than ETFMS is actually calculating. 

(2) In case the landingTime is interpreted as an actual Landing Time (see below) then the 
landingTime cannot be later than current time + 10 minutes. If it is not, the API is rejected with 
“MESSAGE RECEIVED TOO LATE”. 
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(3) The landingTime shall be within a 15min window around the inBlockTime - arrivalTaxiTime in the 
same API service. Else the API is rejected with “PROVIDED TIMES ARE INCONSISTENT”. 

(4) In case the landingTime is interpreted as an Actual Landing Time and it is more than 60min later 

than an ALDT received from source CPR, the API service is rejected with “INCORRECT 
LANDING TIME”. 

 

4.7.11.4 How (does ETFMS use it) 

(1) The landingTime is used by ETFMS to update the CTFM profile only if it represents an Actual 
Landing Time. It will only be used in case no landing has been derived from other sources such 
as APR, CPR, ARR messages. 

(2) In case the landingTime is interpreted as an Actual Landing time, it is processed in a similar way 
as an ARRival message. 

(3) A landingTime is interpreted as an actual landing time (ALDT) or estimated landing time (ELDT) 
dependent on the value of the flightStatusInbound-attribute (see section 4.6.3 
flightStatusInbound)  in accordance with the table below: 

flightStatusInbound value landingTime interpertation 
AIR Estimated 

CNX Estimated 
DBC   Actual 

DBR Actual 
DIV Estimated 

FIR Estimated 
FNL Estimated 
GOA Estimated 

IBK Actual 
IDH Estimated 

INI Estimated 
SCH Estimated 

TMA Estimated 
TXI Actual 

 

(4) In case the flightStatusInbound is omitted in the same API service, the landingTime will be 
interpreted as Estimated. 

(5) The landingTime will be used by the NM/MIRROR to calculate OBT of the outbound leg. 

(6) The actual landingTime will be used by the NM/CCAMS to uptimise the SSR Code allocation time. 

(7) The landingTime will be used to raise an alert when e.g. landingTime + arrivalTaxitime + MTTT > 
EOBT+15min (EOBT of the outbound flight). 

 

4.7.12 minimumTurnaroundTime 

4.7.12.1 Description 

(1) The minimumTurnaroundTime shall contain the minimum time that is required after the in-block 
time to prepare the flight to be ready for pushback for its next flight.  
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(2) For flights with an ATFM Slot (CTOT) the turnaround time does not include the moment when the 
push-back truck is connected.  

(3) The minimumTurnaroundTime should be calculated based on historical data of at least one year 

and should be stored per AO, per aicircraft type, per Airport of destination and boarding type 
(contact stand or remote stand). Further granularitiies (winter-summer operations) may be 
applied. 

4.7.12.2 Additional acceptance rules 

(1) The minimumTurnaroundTime shall be at least 5 minutes. If it is not the API is rejected with 
“INCORRECT TURNAROUND TIME”. 

 

4.7.12.3 When (can it be sent) 

(1) An API service update for a change of minimumTurnaroundTime shall depend on the status of 
the inbound flight. It shall be sent for any change of the minimumTurnaroundTime of: 

Flight status of inbound flight Update requirement 
Not yet airborne >= 15 min 

Airborne >= 5 min 
 

4.7.12.4 How (does ETFMS use it) 

(1) The minimumTurnaroundTime will be used to raise an alert when e.g. landingTime  + 
arrivalTaxitime + MTTT > EOBT+15min. 

(2) The minimumTurnaroundTime is used in the NM/MIRROR tool for calculation of the earliest 
possible off-block time for departures dependent on the lading time of the inbound flight.  

(3) The minimumTurnaroundTime will be used by Machine Learning tools to improve prediction of 
e.g. off-block and take-off times of outbound flights. 

 

4.7.13 registrationMark 

4.7.13.1 Description 

(1) The registrationMark shall contain the registration unique alphanumeric string that identifies the 
aircraft. It shall be a valid registration mark. 

(2) The registrationMark shall contain the aircraft registration from the ANI Airport system. This 
means that it shall not contain the REGistration from the ATC flight plan. 

4.7.13.2 When (can it be sent) 

(1) An API service update shall be sent for any change of a previously provided registrationMark. 

4.7.13.3 How (does ETFMS use it) 

(1) The registrationMark is stored and used to possibly log in the ETFMS oplog a discrepancy when 
this registrationMark is different from the last one received from an IFPS flight plan or different 
from any registrationMark received via a Departure Planning Information (DPI) message. 
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(2) The registrationMark will be used for the correlation between the inbound and outbound flight legs 
of an aircraft in e.g. the NM/MIRROR tool. 

 
 

4.7.14 scheduledInBlockTime 

4.7.14.1 Description 

(1) The scheduledInBlockTime shall contain the Scheduled In Block Time as provided by the Aircraft 
Operator (AO). 

(2) It may be updated from other sources such as MVT messages from the Handling Agents. 

(3) The Aircraft Operator (AO) is the prime originator of this information.   

4.7.14.2 When (can it be sent) 

(1) An API service update shall be sent for any change of a previously provided 
scheduledInBlockTime. It is assumed that time time is not updated frequently.  

4.7.14.3 How (does ETFMS use it) 

(1) The scheduledInBlockTIme is used for prioritisation of flights within ATFM measures (i.e. take the 
scheduledInBlockTime into account for slot allocation in conventional arrival regulations).  

(2) If present, the airportSlotArrival (see section 4.7.4 airportSlotArrival) time takes precedence over 
the scheduledInblockTime for use in ATFM measures. 

(3) The scheduledInblockTime may be used to improve awareness for Flow Controller and FMP of 
airport delays by comparing this time with the estimated Inblock Time (EIBT) as know in 
NM/ETFMS flight data. 

 
 

4.8 Target Data attributes  

4.8.1 Introduction 

(1) This section describes the attributes that can be used in the TargetTakeOffTimeAPIRequest 
service (see section 6 TargetTakeOffAPIRequest) or in the TargetTimeOverAPIRequest service 
(see section 7 TargetTimeOverAPIRequest). 

 
 

4.8.2 coordinationFix 

4.8.2.1 Description 

(1) The coordinationFix shall be the coordination fix point to which the provided targetTimeOver (see 
section 4.10.2 targetTimeOver) applies. 

(2) The coordinationFix shall be a waypoint in the NM/ETFMS flight route, including the ADES (it 
cannot be the ADEP). 
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(3) It is recommend to use the Inbound Approach Fix (IAF). But it may be another point on the flight's 
trajectory. The coordinationFix must be the ADES if and only if ANI Airport does not have its own 
trajectory calculation (yet). 

4.8.2.2 When (can it be sent) 

(1) An update of the coordinationFix shall be sent for any change to a previously provided 
coordinationFix. 

4.8.2.3 Additional acceptance rules 

(1) When targetAPIUseCase is “Update”, the coordinationFix must not be null. 

(2) In case the coordinationFix is missing when targetAPIUseCase is “Update”, an automatic 
ATTRIBUTE_MISSING_FOR_TARGET_API_UPDATE reply message will be sent to the 
originator and the service will be rejected. 

(3) When targetAPIUseCase is “Remove”, the coordinationFix shall be null. 

(4) In case the coordinationFix is not null when targetAPIUseCase is “Remove”, an automatic 

ATTRIBUTE_PRESENT_FOR_TARGET_API_REMOVE reply message will be sent to the 
originator and the service will be rejected. 

(5) If the coordinationFix is unknown, the API will be rejected with “COORDINATION FIX 
UNKNOWN”. 

(6) The coordinationFix will only be considered valid if it is along the current trajectory of the flight, 
including ADES but excluding ADEP (in order to avoid ambiguities with flights with ADEP = 
ADES). If the coordination fix is not on the trajectory of the flight, the API will be rejected with 
“COORDINATION FIX NOT ON ROUTE”. 

 

4.8.2.4 How (does ETFMS use it) 

(1) ETFMS will use the coordinationFix to apply the consolidatedTargetTimeOver (see section 4.9.2 
consolidatedTargetTimeOver), the earliestTargetTimeOver (see section 4.9.3 
earliestTargetTimeOver) or the targetTimeOver (see section 4.10.2 targetTimeOver). 

 
 

4.8.3 targetAPIUseCase 

4.8.3.1 Description 

(1) The targetAPIUseCase shall be a discriminate value to indicate the usage of the Target API 
service. 

(2) The targetAPIUseCase-attribute can contain the following values: 

targetAPIUseCase 
value 

Usage 

Update The Target API request is used to provide a new or updated 
target time information. 

Remove The Target API request is used to remove previously provided 
target time information 
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4.8.3.2 When (can it be sent) 

(1) The TargetAPIUseCase is a mandatory attribute in TargetTakeOffTimeAPIRequest service (see 
section 6 TargetTakeOffAPIRequest) and in the TargetTimeOverAPIRequest service (see section 
7 TargetTimeOverAPIRequest), so the same timing requirements from the 
TargetTakeOffTimeRequest service shall apply to it. 

4.8.3.3 How (does ETFMS use it) 

(1) Based on the targetAPIUseCase, NM uses the API service to Update or to Reset the Target Time 
related details. 

(2) If the TargetAPIUseCase is Remove, the target time related fields (coordinationFix, 
targetTimeOver, earliestTargetTimeOver, consolidatedTargetTimeOver, regulationId) are reset 
and flight models are updated or removed (e.g. RTFM, CTFM) accordingly. 

 
 

4.9 Target Take-Off Time Data attributes  

4.9.1 Introduction 

(1) This section describes the attributes that can only be provided in a Target Take-Off Time API 
services. 

 

4.9.2 consolidatedTargetTimeOver 

4.9.2.1 Description 

(1) When a departure or en-route regulation is more penalizing than the arrival regulation, the 
consolidatedTargetTimeOver attribute allows a fine adjustment of the CTO by the ANI 
Airport/AMAN tool. This window is equivalent to the Slot Tollerance Window (STW) but it is 
applied to the CTO, also called the Slot Zone. 

(2) The slot zone is not shifted when the CTO is adjusted by a consolidatedTargetTimeOver or when 
the CTOT is slightly changed by a DLA, a CHG or T-DPI-t message. 

(3) The current value of the slot zone can be retrieved as part of the flight data (Flight.slotZone  in 
B2B web services). 

4.9.2.2 When (can it be sent) 

(1) The consolidatedTargetTimeOver should be provided as soon as it is required by the “TTA 
process”. 

(2) An API service update for a change of consolidatedTargetTimeOver shall depend on the status 
if the inbound flight. It shall be sent for any change of the consolidatedTargetTimeOver of: 

Flight status of inbound flight Update requirement 

Not yet airborne >= 5 min 
Airborne n.a. 

 

(3)  
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4.9.2.3 Additional acceptance rules 

(1) ETFMS will reject the API when the entry time into the regulation derived from the 
consolidatedTargetTimeOver is outside the regulation period with “TTO OUTSIDE REGULATION 
PERIOD”. Note that a previously received earliestTargetTimeOver (see section 4.9.3 
earliestTargetTimeOver) and consolidatedTimeOver are reset in this case and that the CTOT will 
be based upon other sources such as flight plan, DPI... 

(2) This behaviour (erase a previously received TTO) when the API is rejected will be re -considered 
at a next release. The rejection of an API should not have an impact on previously received data. 
If the ANI Airport/FMP would like to erase a previously received TTO, it shall use the 
targetAPIUseCase “Remove”.    

(3) In case the consolidatedTargetTimeOver is earlier than earliestTargetTimeOver - 
STW_lowerbound, the  consolidatedTargetTimeOver  is considered as invalid and the API service 
is rejected with “PROVIDED TIMES ARE INCONSISTENT”. 

4.9.2.4 How (does ETFMS use it) 

(1) The consolidatedTargetTimeOver will be used to place the flight in the regulation at a more 
suitable time for the ANI Airport/FMP. 

(2) This is to allow the ANI Airport to “fine-tune” the TTO for example in case the 
earliestTargetTImeOver cannot be “accommodated because of another Most Penalizing 
Regulation (MPR).. 

(3) The NM/ETFMS will update the RTFM Profile and issue a newCTOT accordingly.  

(4) Note that the earliestTargetTimeOver remains being used as the earliest possible time-over 
CTO/CTOT improvements for the flight. 

(5) If the consolidatedTargetTimeOver is outside STW around the CTO (called slot-zone), it is ignored 
but it is still stored for possible later use and information sharing. Note that this slot-zone is always 
-5 to +10min window.  

(6) NM/ETFMS still tries to processes the consolidatedTargetTimeOver when the 
earliestTargetTimeOver is null. NM/ETFMS will use the ETO from the FTFM as earliest possible 
CTO. This feature is mainly used in case the ANI Airport/FMP only requires to fine-tune the arrival 
sequence.  

(7) NM/ETFMS erases a previously provided consolidatedTargetTimeOver when its values are 
blank/NULL.This is required when the ANI Airport/FMP would like to remove a 
consolidatedTargetTimeOver while updating an earliestTargetTimeOver.  

(8) The consolidatedTargetTimeOver will be reset in case the CTOT is forced.  

(9) The use of an earlier provided consolidatedTargetTimeOver is re-evaluated at the reception of 
other flight updates such as DLA, CHG, DPI, regulation updates, FAM, meteo data updates,…  It 
will be kept but ignored if it is no longer realistic or if the flight is no longer affected by that 
regulation. 

(10) In case the consolidatedTargetTimeOver is earlier than earliestTargetTimeOver, the  
consolidatedTargetTimeOver  is ignored. 
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4.9.3 earliestTargetTimeOver 

4.9.3.1 Description 

(1) The earliestTargetTimeOver is the preferred time over the coordinationFix (see section 4.8.2 
coordinationFix) that the ANI Airport/AMAN tool could accommodate in its arrival sequence, 
stemming from local capacity constraints.  

(2) The earliestTargetTimeOver shall be regardless of the CTO that has been or could be allocated 
by NM/ETFMS to this flight. 

(3) If earliestTargetTimeOver is null, there will be no minimum value (other than the flight plan and 

possibly departure constraints) for the calculated time over, and in case of delay reduction 
opportunities NM may reduce the delay down to zero (compared to the flight plan, possibly 
updated with constraints from the departure Airport). 

4.9.3.2 When (can it be sent) 

(1) An API service update for a change of earliestTargetTimeOver shall depend on the status of the 
inbound flight. It shall be sent for any change of the earliestTargetTimeOver of: 

Flight status of inbound flight Update requirement 
Not yet airborne >= 5 min 

Airborne n.a. 
 

4.9.3.3 Additional acceptance rules 

(1) ETFMS will reject the API when the entry time into the regulation derived from the 
earliestTargetTimeOver is outside the regulation period with “TTO OUTSIDE REGULATION 
PERIOD”. Note that a previously received earliestTargetTimeOver and consolidatedTimeOver 
are reset in this case. 

(2) This behaviour (erase a previously received TTO) when the API is rejected will be re-considered 
at a next release. The rejection of an API should not have an impact on previously received data. 
If the ANI Airport/FMP would like to erase a previously received TTO, it shall use the 
targetAPIUseCase “Remove”.    

 

4.9.3.4 How (does ETFMS use it) 

(1) The earliestTargetTimeOver is used by NM as a preferred Calculated Time Over (CTO) in the 
regulation.  

(2) A Network Impact Assessment is performed for each received earliestTargetTimeOver, the 
slotzone (STW around the CTO) is not used. This Network Impact Assessment follows standard 
rules. It will e.g. try to ensure that the CTOT remains “IFPS complaint”.  

(3) If the earliestTargetTimeOver, cannot be “granted” as preferred Time Over (due to e.g. other more 
penalising constraints), it is interpreted as an earliest-possible Time Over the coordinationFix (see 
section 4.8.2 coordinationFix). 

(4) Every minute, the NM/ETFMS “true-revision process” assesses the situation and that may result 
in >=5 minute delay reduction. However, there is no guarantee that the flight’s TimeOver will 
match the earliestTargetTimeOver (in case of other more penalising constraints).  

(5) A CTOT will be calculated based upon the selected Time Over (earliestTargetTime Over or later). 
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(6) Not setting the earliestTargetTimeOver requires that the Airport/FMP closely monitors the MPR 
allocations to the subject arrival flights. By so doing, the Airport/FMP may react when subject flight 
MPR changes to the arrival regulation e.g., by requesting a consolidatedTargetTimeOver (see 
section 4.9.2 consolidatedTargetTimeOver) for that flight. 

(7) Note also that when the earliestTargetTimeOver field is set blank, NM still tries to process the 
consolidatedTargetTimeOver. It will use the ETO from the FTFM as earliest possible CTO. 

(8) The earliestTargetTImeOver is reset in case the CTOT is forced.  

(9) The use of a provided earliestTargetTimeOver is re-evaluated at reception of other flight updates 
such as DLA, CHG, DPI, regulation updates, FAM, meteo data updates,… It will be kept but 
ignored if it is no longer realistic or if the flight is no longer affected by that regulation.  

(10) Note that NM/ETFMS does not verify if it e.g. receives the same earliestTargetTimeOver for 
several flights, it will allocate the same CTO to all these flights. It is the responsibility of the ANI 
Airport/FMP to monitor the Regulation. Only in case a flight is also affected by another regulation 
which is more penalising, ETFMS will adjust the CTO. 

 
 

4.9.4 regulationID 

4.9.4.1 Description 

(1) The regulationId shall be the arrival related regulation that was created in coordination with the 
FMP, NMOC and Airport. Its intention is to balance the demand with the available capacity for 
flights inbound to the Airport. 

4.9.4.2 When (can it be sent) 

(1) The regulationId is a mandatory attribute in the (update) TargetTakeOffTimeAPIRequest service, 
(see section 6 TargetTakeOffAPIRequest) so the same timing requirements from the 
TargetTakeOffTimeAPIRequest service apply to it. 

4.9.4.3 Additional acceptance rules 

(1) ETFMS will reject the API if the regulationId does not correspond to an active regulation, or if the 
FTFM profile does not cross the corresponding traffic volume, or if the flight is manually excluded 
from the regulation. In such cases, the API will be rejected with “FLIGHT NOT SUBJECT TO 
REGULATION”. 

4.9.4.4 How (does ETFMS use it) 

(1) The regulationID is used to ensure that the API service is applied to the correct regulation. 

(2) Note that the regulationID is also used in the communication of the CTOT to the ADEP.   

(3) The use of provided regulationId is re-evaluated at reception of other flight updates such as DLA, 
CHG, DPI, regulation updates, FAM, meteo data,… . It will be ignored if the flight is no longer 
affected by that regulation. 
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4.10 Target Time-Over Data attributes  

4.10.1 Introduction 

(1) This section describes the attributes that can only be used in the TargetTimeOverAPIRequest 
service (see section 7 TargetTimeOverAPIRequest). 

 

4.10.2 targetTimeOver 

4.10.2.1 Description 

(1) The targetTimeOver is the output of a DCB process, an arrival-sequencing tool, etc. and it allows 
the ANI Airport/FMP/ATC-approach to communicate the agreed arrival sequence (with AO/pilot) 
to NM/ETFMS so that NMOC also has an updated traffic (load) picture.  

(2) The targetTimeOver shall be the target time over the coordinationFix (see section 4.8.2 
coordinationFix). 

 

4.10.2.2 When (can it be sent) 

(1) The targetTimeOver should be provided for airborne flights. It can also be provided before take-
off if the flight departs from outside of the NM/ATFM Area. 

(2) An API service update for a change of targetTimeOver shall depend on the status if the inbound 
flight. It shall be sent for any change of the targetTimeOver of: 

Flight status of inbound flight Update requirement 
Not yet airborne >= 15 min 

Airborne >= 5 min 
 

4.10.2.3 Additional acceptance rules 

(1) ETFMS will reject an API with “UNREALISTIC TTO” if the targetTimeOver is unfeasible (e.g. 
because meeting the TTO is unrealistic because of the speed constraint). Note that also a 
previously received targetTimeOver will be reset. 

(2) This behaviour (erase a previously received TTO) when the API is rejected will be re -considered 

at a next release. The rejection of an API should not have an impact on previously received data. 
If the ANI Airport/FMP would like to erase a previously received TTO, it shall use the 
targetAPIUseCase “Remove”.    

4.10.2.4 How (does ETFMS use it) 

(1) The targetTimeOver is used by ETFMS to create or update the CTFM/Traffic Load. The 
targetTimeOver is applied to the coordinationFix (see section 4.8.2 coordinationFix), the Take-
Off-Time does not change but the speed is adjusted. Note that the flight status remains 
unchanged (does e.g.  not become tact_activated). 

(2) The targetTimeOver is used to adjust the speed of the aircraft, it does not affect the take-off-time. 

(3) The use of provided targetTimeOver is re-evaluated at reception of other flight updates such as 
DLA, CHG, DPI, regulation updates, FAM, meteo updates, FSA, CPR,… . It will be re-applied if it 
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remains “ realistic”, i.e. the speed is realistic. It will automatically be reset when it no longer 
appears to be realistic. 

(4) Note that a previously received targetTimeOver is not reset in case the CTOT is forced by a Flow 
Controller. 

(5) In case the targetAPIUseCase is “remove”: 

a) If flight is not yet TACT_ACTIVATED or ATC_ACTIVATED, the CTFM is removed (If it was 
only based upon the targetTimeOver). 

b) If flight = TACT_ACTIVATED or ATC_ACTIVATED , the targetTimeOver is removed and 
CTFM is calculated in accordance with standard rules. 
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5 GeneralAPIRequest 

5.1 Description 

(1) The GeneralAPIRequest service allows an ANI Airport/FMP/eAMAN to inform NM/ETFMS about 
known/available pertinent local flight arrival planning and actual data. 

(2) The GeneralAPIRequest service can be used to inform the NOP of: 

a) STAR (arrival Procedure) updates 

b) estimated and actual Landing Time 

c) arrival runway updates 

d) arrival stand updates 

e) Terminal updates 

f) inbound  taxi time updates 

g) minimum turnaround time updates 

h) registration mark updates 

i) aircraft type updates 

j) the IATA flight number 

k) IBK, DBR and DBC status and to indicate Termination of the Flight 

l) Impact Severity Indicator 

m) a cancelled flight (in AODB) 

n) a flight diverted to the Airport 

o) a flight diverted from the Airport 

 

5.2 Who (can send it)  

(1) The GeneralAPIRequest service should be used by ANI Airports that can provide ETFMS with 
more accurate data than the data that is currently available from e.g. IFPS, CACD or other 
external systems. 

(2) This service is available only for ANI Airports and FMPs/ANSPs. 

 

5.3 When (can it be sent)  

(1) The first GeneralAPIRequest service shall be used at any time after the flight plan has been filed 
but not earlier than EOBT-24hrs and as soon as the provided data has been operationally 
validated. 

(2) By “operationally validated” is meant that NM systems shall only be provided with data which is 
considered sufficiently complete, accurate for operations by operational staff at the FMP or ANI 
Airport. 

(3) Updates of the GeneralAPIRequest service shall be used any time one of its attributes changes 
in accordance with the update rules as specified for the relevant attribute.  
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(4) It can be provided up to and including the flight is TERminated in NM/ETFMS. 

 

 

 3. General API service applicability 

5.4 Acceptance rules   

(1) The GeneralAPIRequest service can be used for all statuses of flights including for  ATFM 
suspended flights. 

 

5.5 How (does ETFMS use it)  

(1) An accepted GeneralAPIRequest service results in updates to the NM/ETFMS flight data. The 
exact impact depends on the provided attribute and is described in the relevant section of this 
document. 

(2) Note that all attributes are used to update the corresponding field in ETFMS. Attributes that are 
not present remain unchanged, i.e. they are not re-set. 
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6 TargetTakeOffAPIRequest 

6.1 Description 

(1) In arrival capacity constrained situations the TargetTakeOffAPIRequest service allows the 
collaborative group of Airport stakeholders to submit Target Time of arrival requests to the NMOC. 

(2) It is expected that the collaborative group of Airport stakeholders consists of Flow Management 
Position (FMP), ATC/approach and Airport Operations, possibly including the Aircraft Operators 
to allow for inclusion of Aircraft Operators prioritisation (UDPP) in the TTA process. 

(3) This service is used for flights still on ground in the ECAC area to provide NM with the 
preferred/requested Target Times of arrival in the corresponding arrival regulation according to 
the local operational needs 

(4) If the request is granted following the established rules ((see section 4.9.2 
consolidatedTargetTimeOver), earliestTargetTimeOver (see section 4.9.3 
earliestTargetTimeOver) and regulationId (see section 4.9.4 regulationID) a CTOT will be issued 
by NM.   

(5) If the request is “not granted” then the TargetTakeOffAPIRequest service may be ignored and/or 
a CTOT that does not correspond to the requested TTA may be granted. 

(6) The CTOT will correspond to the flight’s most penalising regulation  (MPR) as determined by 
ETFMS.   

(7) Note that the TargetTakeOffAPIRequest service is best used in combination with NM Flight data 
and Regulation related services such as: 

- The service queryRegulations (B2B Measures) may be used to determine the list of active 
ATFM regulations. 

- the services queryFlightsByAerodrome and queryFlightsByMeasure (B2B Flight – Flight 
Management) may be used to determine ETFMS flight profiles and current ETFMS arrival 
information. 

- The createRegulation service (B2B FLOW) may be used (by the FMP) to initiate the 
proposal of a Network Cherry Pick Regulation.  In any case the regulation must be activated 
by NMOC before Target Time of arrival requests can be sent by the client. 

(8) Refer do Doc Ref 3 for more detailed information. 

 

6.2 Who (can send it)  

(1) The TargetTakeOffAPIRequest service can be sent by FMP that use DCB applications or 
enhanced arrival management systems or ANI Airports that have implemented a DCB process. 

 

6.3 When (can it be sent)  

(1) The TargetTakeOffAPIRequest service should be used after the flight plan has been filed (INI 
status) and after the associated ATFCM regulation has been activated in ETFMS. 
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(2) The TargetTakeOffAPIRequest service can normally be used as long as the flight is not yet 
offblock. The TargetTakeOffAPIRequest service is accepted until OBT – TRS of the flight. By 
OBT is meant the OBT of the highest ranking model of FTFM, RTFM or CTFM.  

(3) It is recommended to use the CTOTLimitReason attribute from the NM flight data output (see Doc 
Ref 3). This field accurately identifies when a flight has been forced into an ATFCM regulation  

(4) It is recommended to use the latestSubmissionTargetTakeOffAPItime attribute from the NM flight 
data output (see Doc Ref 3). This field accurately contains the latest time that the 
TargetTakeOffAPIRequest service can be used. If the field is not present, the 
TargetTakeOffAPIRequest service cannot be used at all for that flight. 

(5) If the submission rules are not respected, the service is rejected with “MESSAGE RECEIVED 
TOO LATE”. 

 

 

Figure 4. TargetTakeOffTimeAPIRequest service applicability 

6.4 Acceptance rules 

(1) The TargetTakeOffAPIRequest service is rejected for ATFCM suspended flights with “FLIGHT IS 
SUSPENDED”  

(2) The TargetTakeOffAPIRequest service is rejected if the flight is exempted from regulations. The 
TargetTakeOffAPIRequest service is rejected with “FLIGHT IS GENERALLY EXEMPTED FROM 
REGULATIONS”. 

(3) A TargetTakeOffAPIRequest service shall NOT be used at cancellation of the ATFCM Measure 
(because it is informing NM with what it already knows). The TargetTakeOffAPIRequest service 
will be rejected with “FLIGHT NOT SUBJECT TO REGULATION”. 

(4) The TargetTakeOffAPIRequest service is rejected for a flight of which CTOT is forced with 
“REJECTED DUE TO FORCED CTOT” 

(5) The TargetTakeOffAPIRequest service is rejected for flights with status ATC_Activated and 
Terminated  with “FLIGHT ALREADY ACTIVATED” or “FLIGHT ALREADY TERMINATED”. 

(6) When targetAPIUseCase is “Update”, the regulationId (see section 4.9.4 regulationID) must not 
be null  and at least one of the two attributes earliestTargetTimeOver (see section 4.9.3 
earliestTargetTimeOver) and/or consolidatedTargetTimeOver (see section 4.9.2 
consolidatedTargetTimeOver) must not be null. If this is not the case, then the API service will be 
rejected with  ATTRIBUTE_MISSING_FOR_TARGET_API_UPDATE. 
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(7) When targetAPIUseCase is “Remove”, the regulationId, the consolidatedTargetTimeOver and 
earliestTargetTimeOver must be null. If this is not the case, the API Service is rejected with  
ATTRIBUTE_PRESENT_FOR_TARGET_API_REMOVE. 

 

  

6.5 How (does ETFMS use it)  

(1) An accepted TargetTakeOffAPIRequest service results in updates to the NM/ETFMS flight data. 
The exact impact depends on the provided attribute and is described in the relevant section of 
this document. 
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7 TargetTimeOverAPIRequest 

7.1 Description 

(1) The TargetTimeOverAPIRequest service is used to inform the NOP about Target Times of flights 
that have been agreed between ATC/FMP/Arrival Manager and AO/pilot.  

(2) It applies only to airborne flights. For departures from outside the ECAC area it may also apply to 
flights still on the ground. 

 

7.2 Who (can send it)  

(1) The TargetTimeOverAPIRequest service can be used by ANI Airports or Arrival Managers. 

 
 

7.3 When (can it be sent)  

(1) The TargetTimeOverAPIRequest service is accepted after OBT-40min. The OBT of the highest 
ranking flight model (FTFM, RTFM or CTFM) is used.  

(2) It is recommended to use the earliestSubmissionTargetTimeOverAPI time attribute from the NM 
flight data output (see Doc Ref 3). This field accurately contains the earliest time that the 
TargetTimeOverAPIRequest service can be used. If the field is not present, the 
TargetTimeOverAPIRequest service cannot be used for that flight (yet). 

(3) If the submission rules are not respected, the service is rejected with “MESSAGE RECEIVED 
TOO EARLY”. 

 
 

 
 
 

Figure 5. TargetTimeOverAPIRequest API service applicability 

7.4 Acceptance rules   

(1) When targetAPIUseCase is “Update”, the targetTimeOver (see section 4.10.2 targetTimeOver) 
must not be null. 
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(2) In case the targetTimeOver is missing when targetAPIUseCase is “Update”, an automatic 
ATTRIBUTE_MISSING_FOR_TARGET_API_UPDATE reply message will be send to the 
originator and the service will be rejected. 

(3) When targetAPIUseCase is “Remove”, the targetTimeOver must be null. 

(4) In case the targetTimeOver is not null when targetAPIUseCase is “Remove”, an automatic 
ATTRIBUTE_PRESENT_FOR_TARGET_API_REMOVE reply message will be sent to the 
originator and the service will be rejected. 

(5) The TargetTimeOverAPIRequest service is rejected for flights with status Terminated  with 
“FLIGHT ALREADY TERMINATED”.  

(6) If a future NM release their may be a Network Impact Assessment when the flight is still “on the 
ground”, the flight is not exempted or excluded from regulations and if the targetTimeOver is more 
than 15min after the ETO of the FTFM. This is to protect the ATM network from over deliveries. 
Alternatively the targetTimeOver may only be accepted for departures from inside the NM area 
when the flight is airborne. 

 

7.5 How (does ETFMS use it)  

(1) An accepted TargetTimeOverAPIRequest service results in updates to the NM/ETFMS flight data. 
The exact impact depends on the provided attribute and is described in the relevant section of 
this document. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

8 API Use Cases 

8.1 Introduction 

(1) The following sections describe examples of how the API can be used and how these interact 
with other NM B2B web services. 

(2) The following main Use Cases have been identified: 

- Use Case 1: Request MCP creation and Target Times of Arrival by FMP  
- Use Case 2: Request regulation creation and Target Times of Arrival by the Airport  
- Use Case 3: Provide General Arrival Planning Information 
- Use Case 4: Provide TargetTimeOverAPIRequest Arrival Planning Information 
- Example of CTO-TTO rolling exchange 
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8.2 Use Case 1: Request MCP creation and Target Times of Arrival by 
FMP (recommended best practice) 

8.2.1 Operational Goal 

(1) The operational goal of the FMP in this Use Case is to improve arrival planning management 
through the use of Target Time of Arrivals instead of using a traditional ATFCM regulation. 

 

8.2.2 Benefits 

(1) This Use Case has the following benefits for the AOs:  

- Less ad-hoc air holding (reduction of fuel waste, emissions produced and noise). 
 

(2) This Use Case has the following benefits for Airport: 

- Improved pre-tactical planning information 
- Better use of the available airport capacity and resources 
- Enhanced punctuality of arrivals. 

 

(3) This Use Case has the following benefits for the FMP/ANSP:  

- Improved confidence in predictive accuracy and coordination/decision support tools.  
- Better use of the available capacity 
- Less ad-hoc air holding (reduction of fuel waste, emissions produced and noise).  

 

(4) This Use Case has the following benefits for NM: 

- Enhanced information exchange, negotiation and implementation of a decision-making 
process between all actors (NM, FMP, AO). 

- Same traffic picture at Airport and Network levelhans 
- Enhanced network situation awareness. 

 
 
 
 

8.2.3 Flow Chart 
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Figure 6.MCP regulation and Target Time of Arrival request flowchart 

 

Notes: 

(1) The TTA values and AOs preferences can be combined and used for extended arrival 
management. This will result in an increase in cost efficiency and flexibility.  

(2) The 3a – 3b and 5a – 5b steps are normally automatically done by the FMP, so there is no 
interaction nor visualisation of the requested Target Times in this Flow Chart.  

(3) Also the 4a – 4c actions are automatically done by the NM/ETFMS system, so no intervention is 
requested from NMOC. 
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8.2.4 Steps 

8.2.4.1 Step 1 – Create the MCP Proposal 

8.2.4.1.1 Rationale 

(1) This Use Case shows how FMPs, possibly in close cooperation with ANI Airports, can request 
the creation of an MCP Regulation in case there is a need to solve or avoid a DCB issue through 
Target Times of Arrival. 

(2) The measure will be created without capturing any flight. Once the Measure Proposal is created, 
the user will be able to add flights to it with other B2B web services. 

(3) It is recommended to request creation of the measure via B2B web services but it can also be 
requested via the traditional way, i.e. the telephone. 

8.2.4.1.2 B2B Service 

(1) The B2B webservice to be used is: RegulationProposalFilingRequest. 

(2) The following are the main input parameters for this action: 

- Regulation ID   (to be chosen by FMP in accordance with agreed naming conventions) 
- Measure Cherry Picked = TRUE 
- Location = Traffic Volume Id 
- Initial Constraint 

• Constraint Period 
• Normal Rate = <proposed rate> 
• Pending Rate = 0 
• Equipment Rate = 0 

- Remark 
- Kind = RegulationProposalWithoutProposalFlights 
- Action = CREATION 

(3) A second B2B webservice is required to change the MCDM state from draft to proposed.  The 
state change to proposed allows for the MCP proposal to be passed to the NMOC flow controller.  
This web service is called: MCDMStateUpdateRequest. 

(4) The following are the main input parameters for this action: 

- Regulation ID 
- Dataset = OPERATIONAL 
- Mcdmstate=PROPOSED 

 

(5) Further details can be found in Doc Ref 3. NM B2B web services 

 

8.2.4.2 Step 2 – Check the status of the proposal 

8.2.4.2.1 Rationale 

(1) Once the Regulation Proposal has been accepted, the FMP System will be able to use the 
Regulation Id to request Target Times. Note that the processing of a RegulationProposal by 
NMOC is a manual action and may take some time.   

(2) The RegulationProposaListRequest is used for making sure that the Regulation Proposal has 
been successfully created in NM/ETFMS by NMOC before starting the provision of Target Times. 
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(3) The parameters in the RegulationProposalListReply can be selected by the user. Amongst these 
parameters, the user shall request the parameter named MCDMApprovalState.  

(4) If the regulation state contained in the reply is “APPROVED”, this means that the regulation 

proposal has been successfully created and that the FMP System can request the Target Times 
for the arriving flights. 

(5) Note that the verification of the Regulation State can optionally be done using CHMI instead of 
using B2B web services. 

8.2.4.2.2 B2B Service 

(1) The B2B webservice to be used is: RegulationProposalListRequest. 

(2) The following are the main input parameters for this action: 

- Dataset= OPERATIONAL 
- Query Period = Start and End period for the tactical day 
- Measure Cherry Picked = TRUE 
- Regulations = Regulation ID 
- Set (List) of requested Regulation fields: 

 Regulation State 
 MCDMApprovalState 
The MCDMApprovalState is useful to detect if the proposal is being considered by NMOC 
this is known as acknowledged.  It is a state between proposed and approved. 

 

(3) Once approved the Regulation state passes from applying to applied (applying is transitional 
because there are no flights to process) 

(4) Note that regulation data can also be requested using the appropriate Publish/Subscribe web 
service. 

 

8.2.4.3 Step 3a – Monitor arrival flights and active regulations 

8.2.4.3.1 Rationale 

(1) The FMP continuously checks the arrival flights and the list of regulations. 

(2) It builds an optimal arrival sequence and request target times of arrival for the affected flights. 
The building of the arrival sequence could be done using automated sequencing tool or 
sequencing could done via manual flight-by-flight inputs. 

(3) It is preferred to use a local Demand Capacity Balancing (DCB) tool to do the monitoring based 
upon data received via NM B2B web services.  

(4) The optimal solution is that the DCB tool retrieves both flight data and the MCP regulation data 
from NM/ETFMS in order to build the traffic picture and build an arrival sequence in accordance 
with the required capacity. It may however also be possible to only retrieve flight data 
automatically and enter the arrival capacity manually (the EGLL case).  

(5) The monitoring could also be done using traditional tools such as CHMI.  

8.2.4.3.2 B2B Service 

(1) The recommended B2B webservices to be used are: Publish/Subscribe Flight Data and 
Regulation. 
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(2) Note that in case of P/S, there is no specific request needed because updates are automatically 
generated after the subscription.  

 
 

8.2.4.4 Step 3b – Optimise arrival sequence 

8.2.4.4.1 Rationale 

(1) The FMP builds an optimal arrival sequence for the flights arriving at the Airport/traffic volume 
during the time period covered by the MCP created for this purpose. The criteria and rules applied 
to obtain the optimum sequence depend on the local FMP. 

8.2.4.4.2 B2B Service 

(1) The B2B webservice to be used is: not applicable. 

 

8.2.4.1 Step 3c – Send Earliest Target Time Over the coordinationFix per flight 

8.2.4.1.1 Rationale 

(1) According to the optimal arrival sequence defined in the previous step, the FMP sends requests 
to NM with the earliestTargetTimeOver for the flights that need to be delayed via the issuing of a 
CTOT . It will be up-to the FMP to decide if this applies to just a few flights or to all flights during 
the regulation period.  

(2) The coordinationFix point depends on each case and could be (not limited): 

- The runway threshold 

- The Initial Approach Fix (IAF) 

8.2.4.1.2 B2B Service 

(1) The B2B webservice to be used is: TargetTakeOffAPIRequest. 

(2) The following are the main input parameters for this action: 

- Aircraft ID 
- targetAPIUseCase = UPDATE 
- coordinationFix = point for AOP-NOP exchange of target and CTO 
- regulationId = MCP regulation created by NM for arrivals 
- earliestTargetTimeOver =  earliest possible time that the DCB tool could accommodate in 

its arrival sequence 
- consolidatedTargetTimeOver = null 

 
 

8.2.4.2 Step 4a – Check TTO requests  

8.2.4.2.1 Rationale 

(1) The TargetTakeOffAPIRequest service are used for an MCP regulation and NM/ETFMS tries to 
comply with the earliestTargetTimeOver and/or consolidatedTargetTimeOver in the service. 

(2) The B2B webservice to be used is: not applicable. 
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8.2.4.3 Step 4b – Perform Network Impact Assessment 

8.2.4.3.1 Rationale 

(1) NM/ETFMS systems runs the Network Impact Assessment with the new slot list to avoid any 
adverse effect and identify slots in the list to comply with the earliestTargetTimeOver and/or the 
consolidatedTargetTimeOver. 

8.2.4.3.2 B2B Service 

(1) The B2B webservice to be used is: not applicable. 

 

8.2.4.4 Step 4c – Update/adjust aircraft profile based on TTO received 

8.2.4.4.1 Rationale 

(1) NM system selects those flights for which TargetTakeOffAPIRequest service has been received 
and moves them in the slot list to comply with the earliestTargetTimeOver and/or the 
consolidatedTargetTimeOver (where possible). 

8.2.4.4.2 B2B Service 

(1) The B2B webservice to be used is: not applicable. 

 

8.2.4.5 Step 5a – Update arrival sequence  

8.2.4.5.1 Rationale 

(1) The arrival sequence is updated by the FMP based on the updated flight data of those flights 
whose profile (RTFM) has been updated by NM/ETFMS. 

(2) Note that this step is applied if NM/ETFMS could not assign a TTA equal to the requested 
earliestTargetTimeOver. It may be the case when another regulation is the most penalising 
regulation (MPR). 

8.2.4.5.2 B2B Service 

(1) The B2B webservice to be used is: not applicable. 

(2) The flight data reception is already described in step 3a) above.  

8.2.4.6 Step 5b – Adjust TTO and send consolidatedTargetTimeOver 

8.2.4.6.1 Rationale 

(1) In case NM finds a new slot in the list for a specific flight and the earliestTargetTimeOver is out of 
the STW of the new slot, the FMP may calculate a consolidatedTargetTimeOver according to the 
new CTOT and its optimised arrival sequence.  

(2) The coordinationFix point for exchange of target and CTO depends on each case and could be 
(not limited): 

- The runway threshold 

- The Initial Approach Fix (IAF) 
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8.2.4.6.2 B2B Service 

(1) The B2B webservice to be used is: TargetTakeOffAPIRequest. 

(2) The following are the main input parameters for this action: 

- Aircraft ID 
- flightStatusInbound 
- targetAPIUseCase = UPDATE 
- coordinationFix = point for AOP-NOP exchange of target and CTO 
- regulationId = MCP regulation created by NM for arrivals 
- earliestTargetTimeOver = previous value 
- consolidatedTargetTimeOver = fine adjustment of the CTO (for those flights that have a new slot in 

the list and the earliestTargetTimeOver does not fall into the STW) 
 
 

8.2.4.7 Step 6 – Distribute CTO & / CTOT 

8.2.4.7.1 Rationale 

(1) NM/ETFMS sends individual SAM/SRM to inform AOs and ATC on the CTOT and the TTO 
approachFix. SAM messages are sent at EOBT - 2h (SIT 1) and SRM messages are sent 
immediately at or after the moment of slot issue. 

(2) The CTOT and TargetTime values may also be received from NM, using the B2B web services 
(called calculatedTakeOfTime and targetTime attributes) and in this case they are received as 
soon as there is a CTOT in NM/ETFMS. 

8.2.4.7.1 B2B Service 

(1) The B2B webservice to be used is: not applicable. 

 

8.2.4.8 Step 7 - Monitor arrival sequence and traffic loads 

8.2.4.8.1 Rationale 

(1) The FMP is responsible to monitor the traffic loads to see if the Demand-Capacity Imbalance has 
been avoided/solved or if there is need to take additional measures. 

(2) The monitoring may be done using the local tools or the NM tools such as CHMI. 

8.2.4.8.2 B2B Service 

(1) The B2B webservice to be used is: not applicable. 
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8.3 Use Case 2: Request regulation creation and Target Times of 
Arrival by the Airport 

8.3.1 Operational Goal 

(1) The operational goal of the ANI Airport and FMP is to solve airport arrival DCB imbalances during 
the planning phase through the use of Target Times instead of the classic ATFCM regulation in 
ETFMS.  

8.3.2 Benefits 

(1) This Use Case has the following benefits for the AOs:  

- Possibility to indicate AO departure preferences at Day-1. 
- Reduction of reactionary delay. 
- Less ad-hoc air holding (reduction on Fuel waste, emissions produced and noise). 

 

(2) This Use Case has the following benefits for an Airport: 

- Possibility to indicate the target time of arrival based on local constraints.  
- Improved pre-tactical planning information Enhanced adherence/compliance for 

punctuality of arrivals and departures. 
- More timely awareness of AU flight priority. 

 

(3) This Use Case has the following benefits for the FMP/ANSP:  

- Improved confidence in predictive accuracy and coordination/decision support tools.  
- Better use of the available capacity 
- Less ad-hoc air holding (reduction on Fuel waste, emissions produced and noise).  

 

(4) This Use Case has the following benefits for NM: 

- Enhanced information exchange, negotiation and implementation of a decision-making 
process between all actors (NM, FMP, AO). 

- Enhanced network situation awareness. 
 

8.3.3 Flow Chart 

(1) This Use Case occurs when an imbalance for arrivals is detected at an Airport due to a shortage 
of capacity or a change to the usual traffic demand picture. The actors involved are: 

a) Network Manager 

b) Flow Management Position (FMP) 

c) Local DCB Unit: AOP/APOC 

(2) There are two different starting points for this Use Case: either the Airport detects a DCB 
imbalance or the FMP detects it. A Demand-Capacity Imbalance is sometimes called a “Hotspot”. 

(3) If the FMP detects that the hotspot has not been solved or needs to be re -evaluated due to any 

other change, he/she calls NMOC and re-starts the process. The same process can be used to 
extend an existing ATFM regulation with an MCP regulation, but not to extend an existing MCP 
regulation. 
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Figure 7. Target Time of Arrival request flowchart – AOP with possibly integrated DCB 

 

Notes: 

(4) The steps 4a – 4c and 6a – 6b are automatically done by the AOP system, so there is no 
interaction nor visualisation of the requested Target Times. Also, the 5a – 5c actions are 
automatically done by the NM/ETFMS system, so no intervention is requested from NMOC.  
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8.3.4 Steps 

8.3.4.1 Step 1 – Detect Demand   Capacity imbalance 

8.3.4.1.1 Rationale 

(1) The ANI Airport operates a Demand Capacity Balancing (DCB) tool that allows for detection of 
imbalances between Demand and Capacity. 

(2) So in this Use Case , it is normally the Airport that identifies a possible Imbalance, sometimes 
called a Hotspot.  

(3) This does not exclude that the FMP also identifies  DC imbalances. 

8.3.4.1.2 B2B Service 

(1) The B2B webservice to be used is: not applicable. 

 

8.3.4.2 Step 2 – Agree on the need for an ATFM Measure 

8.3.4.2.1 Rationale 

(1) Once a DCB imbalance has been detected by one of the stakeholders, the Airport and FMP 
consult in order to identify the best possible solution. 

(2) If necessary, the FMP will request the creation of an ATFM measure in the next step.  

8.3.4.2.2 B2B Service 

(1) The B2B webservice to be used is: not applicable. 

 

8.3.4.3 Step 3 – Create the MCP Regulation 

8.3.4.3.1 Rationale 

(1) This Use Case shows how FMPs, possibly in close cooperation with the ANI Airport, request the 
creation of an MCP Regulation in case there is need to solve or avoid a DCB issue through Target 
Times. 

(2) The Measure will be created without capturing any flight. Once the Measure Proposal is created, 
the user will be able to add flights to it with other B2B web services. 

(3) In this Use Case, the creation of the regulation is requested via telephone but it may also be done 
using B2B web services as described in Use Case 1 (see section 8.2 Use Case 1: Request MCP 
creation and Target Times of Arrival by FMP (recommended best practice)) above. 

(4) It is recommended to request creation of the measure via B2B web services but i t can also be 
requested via the traditional way, i.e. the telephone. 

8.3.4.3.2 B2B Service 

(1) The B2B webservice to be used is: not applicable. 
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8.3.4.4 Step 4a – Monitor arrival flights and active regulations 

8.3.4.4.1 Rationale 

(1) The ANI Airport continuously checks the arrival flights and the list of regulations. 

(2) It builds an optimal arrival sequence and request target times of arrival for the affected flights.  
This may be based upon manual input or an automated too. 

(3) It is preferred to use a local Demand Capacity Balancing (DCB) tool to do the monitoring based 
upon data received via the NM B2B web services.  

(4) The optimal solution is that the DCB tool retrieves both flight data and the MCP regulation data 
from NM/ETFMS in order to build the traffic picture and build an arrival sequence in accordance 
with the required capacity. It may however also be possible to only retrieve flight data 
automatically and enter the arrival capacity manually (the EGLL case).  

(5) It is recommended to use the Publish/Subscribe (P/S) web services but Request/Reply (R/R) is 
also possible. 

(6) The monitoring could also be done using traditional tools such as CHMI.  

8.3.4.4.2 B2B Service 

(1) The recommended B2B webservices to be used are: Publish/Subscribe Flight Data and 
Regulation. 

(2) Note that in case of P/S there is no specific request needed because updates are automatically 
generated after the subscription.  

(3) Subscription to Flight_Data and Regulations Topic under B2B Publish/Subscribe Service.  

 
 

8.3.4.5 Step 4b – Build & Optimise Arrival Sequence 

8.3.4.5.1 Rationale 

(1) The AOP system builds an optimal arrival sequence for the flights arriving at the Airport during 
the time period covered by the MCP created for this purpose.  

(2) The AOP system assigns TTA values to flights.The criteria and rules applied to obtain the 
optimum sequence depend on the local AOP System 

8.3.4.5.2 B2B Service 

(1) The B2B webservice to be used is: not applicable. 

 

8.3.4.6 Step 4c – Send Earliest Target Time Over the coordinationFix per flight 

8.3.4.6.1 Rationale 

(1) According to the optimal arrival sequence defined in the previous step, the AOP sends requests 
to NM with the earliestTargetTimeOver for the flights that need to be delayed via the issuing of a 
CTOT . It will be up-to the ANI Airport/FMP to decide if this is just a few flights or all flights during 
the regulation period.  

(2) The coordinationFix point depends on each case and could be (not limited): 
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- The runway threshold 

- The Initial Approach Fix (IAF) 

8.3.4.6.2 B2B Service 

(1) The B2B webservice to be used is: TargetTakeOffAPIRequest. 

(2) The following are the main input parameters for this action: 

- Aircraft ID 
- targetAPIUseCase = UPDATE 
- coordinationFix = point for AOP-NOP exchange of target and CTO 
- regulationId = MCP regulation created by NM for arrivals 
- earliestTargetTimeOver =  earliest possible time that the DCB tool could accommodate in 

its arrival sequence 
- consolidatedTargetTimeOver = null 

 
 

8.3.4.7 Step 5a – Check TTO requests  

8.3.4.7.1 Rationale 

(1) The TargetTakeOffAPIRequest services are received for an MCP regulation and NM/ETFMS tries 
to comply with the earliestTargetTimeOver and/or consolidatedTargetTimeOver in the service. 

8.3.4.7.2 B2B Service 

(1) The B2B webservice to be used is: not applicable. 

8.3.4.8 Step 5b – Perform Network Impact Assessment 

8.3.4.8.1 Rationale 

(1) NM/ETFMS systems runs the Network Impact Assessment with the new slot list to avoid any 
adverse effect and identify slots in the list to comply with the earliestTargetTimeOver and/or the 
consolidatedTargetTimeOver. 

8.3.4.8.2 B2B Service 

(1) The B2B webservice to be used is: not applicable. 

 

8.3.4.9 Step 5c – Update/adjust flight profile based on TTO received 

8.3.4.9.1 Rationale 

(1) NM system selects those flights for which TargetTakeOffAPIRequest service has been used and 
moves them in the slot list to comply with the earliestTargetTimeOver and/or the 
consolidatedTargetTimeOver (where possible).  

8.3.4.9.2 B2B Service 

(1) The B2B webservice to be used is: not applicable. 
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8.3.4.10 Step 6a – Update arrival sequence  

8.3.4.10.1 Rationale 

(1) The arrival sequence is updated by the ANI Airport based on the updated flight data of those 
flights whose profile (RTFM) has been updated by NM/ETFMS. 

(2) Note that this step is applied if NM/ETFMS could not assign a TTA equal to the requested 

earliestTargetTimeOver. It may be the case when an other regulation is the most penalised 
regulation (MPR). 

8.3.4.10.2 B2B Service 

(1) The B2B webservice to be used is: not applicable. 

(2) The flight data reception is already described in step 4a) above.  

8.3.4.11 Step 6b – Adjust TTO and send consolidatedTargetTimeOver 

8.3.4.11.1 Rationale 

(1) In case NM finds a new slot in the list for a specific and the earliestTargetTimeOver is out of the 
STW of the new slot, the ANI Airport may calculate a consolidatedTargetTimeOver according to 
the new CTOT and its optimised arrival sequence.  

(2) The coordinationFix point for exchange of target and CTO depends on each case and could be 
(not limited): 

- The runway threshold 

- The Initial Approach Fix (IAF) 

8.3.4.11.2 B2B Service 

(1) The B2B webservice to be used is: TargetTakeOffAPIRequest. 

(2) The following are the main input parameters for this action: 

- Aircraft ID 
- flightStatusInbound 
- targetAPIUseCase = UPDATE 
- coordinationFix = point for AOP-NOP exchange of target and CTO 
- regulationId = MCP regulation created by NM for arrivals 
- earliestTargetTimeOver = previously sent value 
- consolidatedTargetTimeOver = fine adjustment of the CTO (for those flights that have a new slot in 

the list and the earliestTargetTimeOver does not fall into the STW) 
 

8.3.4.12 Step 7 – Distribute CTO & CTOT 

8.3.4.12.1 Rationale 

(1) NM/ETFMS sends individual SAM/SRM to inform AOs and ATC on the CTOT and the CTO for 
the MPR. SAM messages are sent at EOBT -2h (SIT 1) and SRM messages are sent immediately 
at or after the moment of slot issue. 

(2) The CTOT and CTO values may also be received from NM, using the B2B web services and in 
this case they are received as soon as there is a CTOT in NM/ETFMS. 
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8.3.4.12.2 B2B Service 

(1) The B2B webservice to be used is: not applicable. 

 

8.3.4.13 Step 8 - Monitor arrival sequence and traffic loads 

8.3.4.13.1 Rationale 

(1) The FMP is the main responsible to monitor the traffic loads to see if the DCB has been 
avoided/solved or if there is need to take additional measures. However it could be agreed to 
share the task with the Airport. 

(2) The monitoring may be done using the local tools or the NM tools such as CHMI.  

8.3.4.13.2 B2B Service 

(1) The B2B webservice to be used is: not applicable. 
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8.4 Use Case 3: Provide General Arrival Planning Information 

8.4.1 Operational Goal 

(1) The operational goal of the Airport is to provide additional arrival information to NM. 

8.4.2 Benefits 

(1) This Use Case has the following benefits for the AOs:  

- Benefit from information sharing by Airports, especially if the flight is at an outstation.  
 

(2) This Use Case has the following benefits for an Airport: 

- Possibility to provide more accurate and additional arrival flight information to NM and contribute 
to Network performance improvements and information sharing to all ATM Stake holders such as 
Airports of Destination, AOs, ANSPs,… 

 

(3) This Use Case has the following benefits for the FMP/ANSP:  

- Benefit from information sharing by Airports. 
- Better use of the available capacity 
- Less ad-hoc air holding (reduction on Fuel waste, emissions produced and noise).  

 

(4) This Use Case has the following benefits for NM: 

- Enhanced network situation awareness. 
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8.4.3 Flow Chart 

 
 

Figure 8. General Arrival Planning Information request flowchart – AOP  

 
 
 

8.4.4 Steps 

8.4.4.1 Step 1 – Gather flight and Airport Data 

8.4.4.1.1 Rationale 

(1) The AOP gathers Airport information from the local systems, including ATC/TWR system, as well 
as network information and flight data. Flight data can be obtained through B2B service by 
requesting arrivals flight data periodically to NM or by submitting to P/S Service to Flight Data.  

8.4.4.1.2 B2B Service 

(1) The B2B webservice to be used is: FlightListByAerodromeRequest. 

(2) The following are the main input parameters for this action: 

- Aerodrome = ADES 
- AerodromeRole = ARRIVAL 

 

8.4.4.2 Step 2 – Send General API with flight arrival information 

8.4.4.2.1 Rationale 

(1) General API services should be sent for all arriving flights. The changes trigerring a General API 
service is agreed between the Airport and NM under an API-ICD document. Usually, a change in 
the following parameters triggers a new General API: 

a) Arrival Procedure (STAR) 
b) Runway 
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c) Taxi Time 
d) Landing Time 
e) Estimated Off blick Time 
f) … 

8.4.4.2.2 B2B Service 

(1) The B2B webservice to be used is: GeneralAPIRequest. 

(2) The following are the main input parameters for this action: 

- Aircraft ID 
- flightStatusInbound 
- arrivalProcedure  
- aircraftIATAId 
- landingTime 
- … 

 
 

8.4.4.3 Step 3 – Update flight data 

8.4.4.3.1 Rationale 

(1) NM/ETFMS updates its flight data as long as the flight does not have status TERminated. 

8.4.4.3.2 B2B Service 

(1) The B2B webservice to be used is: not applicable. 
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8.5 Use Case 4: Provide TargetTimeOverAPIRequest Arrival Planning 
Information 

(1) This Use Case will be described at a next release of this document. 
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8.6 Example of CTO-TTO rolling exchange 

 

(1) Figure 9 below presents an example on how ETFMS consider the earliestTargetTakeOffTime and 
the consolidatedTargetTakeOffTime from the TargetTakeOffAPI services that it receives. 

 
 

 

Figure 9. Example of CTO-TTO rolling exchange 

 

(2) The following steps have been considered: 

(3) Initial situation: CTOT = ETOT = 10:00.  CTO = ETO = 12 :00. STW = 09 :55 – 10 :00. Slot Zone 
(STW around CTO) = 11:55 – 12:10. 

(4) Step 1:NM/ETFMS receives an earliestTargetTakeOffTime = 12:07, accepts it and issues a CTOT 
accordingly with value = 10:07 

(5) Step 2: NM/ETFMS receives an updated earliestTargetTakeOffTime = 12:11. This flight is 
affected by another more penalising regulation and the first  available CTO is 12:30. NM/ETFMS 
updates the CTOT to 10:30 to correspond to this CTO. 

(6) Step 3: The Airport provides a consolidatedTargetTakeOffTime to fine tune the TTA and ETFMS 
updates the CTOT accordingly. 

(7) Step 4: NM/ETFMS continues to try to improve the CTO/CTOT every minute, using the 
earliestTargetTakeOffTime as earliest CTO and at some point in time it finds a better CTO (of 
12:17). NM/ETFMS updates the CTOT accordingly to 10:17. 
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9 Other API related topics 

9.1 The sequence and relationship between API service types 

(1) There is no direct functional relationship between the three types of API services. Basically, the 
G-API can be sent “any time”, the TargetTakeOffAPIRequest service (see section 6 
TargetTakeOffAPIRequest) is to be used before take-off and the TargetTimeOverAPIRequest 
service (see section 7 TargetTimeOverAPIRequest) is to be used after take-off. 

 

9.2 Interruption of API Services Procedure 

(1) In case the quality of the API services deteriorates, either due to severely disrupted operations 
that affect the Airport or to a technical system failure, a temporary interruption of the API services 
may be required.   

(2) Refer to Doc Ref 5, Interruption of API services for a detailed description of the procedure. 

(3) This procedure also stipulates the required coordination between FMP/TWR, APOC and NMOC 
in case of a planned technical maintenance/outage. 

(4) As soon as the API services are interrupted any contingency operations shall be activated. 

9.3 Contingency Scenarios 

(1) An ANI Airport is normally operating using its AOP Operational Procedures and systems locally 
and the API services are provided to the NM/ETFMS Operational system. 

(2) Ideally, an ANI Airport should be able to operate, using its AOP Operations locally, while the API 
services are not provided or received by the NM/ETFMS Operational system.  

(3) This is already required during the API Operational Evaluations and during the transition period 
just before putting the APIs into operations. It is also required during temporary interruptions of 
the API services after the ANI Airport has become fully operational. 

(4) However, if an Airport is not able to operate its local AOP procedures without operational API 
connections to NM/ETFMS, then the Airport shall foresee a contingency for the case the API 
services are interrupted and ETFMS is stopped for maintenance purposes. 

(5) Such a contingency shall consist of appropriate operational procedures and if necessary 
supported by adequate system functionalities. 

(6) A stepped approach to start contingency operations is described in Annex F, ”Procedure for 
Contingency Operations with AOP Aerodromes ”. 

(7) Note that ETFMS is interrupted during approximately 1 hour every 4 weeks for scheduled 

maintenance and for about 3 hours and during the installation of new software releases 2 -3 times 
per year as well as, rarely, during ad-hoc exceptional maintenance windows. The regular and 
increment ETFMS maintenance windows are published on the NM website and the exceptional 
ones also via AIM. 
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10 NM Software releases 

10.1 Introduction 

(1) This document describes the API implementation in the current release NM24.0. 

(2) The following section provides a short overview of the changes compared to the p revious software 
releases. 

(3) It summarizes the outstanding issues for future releases and provides details, where available.  

10.2 API NM Release 25.0 

(1) The following CRs are currently planned for implementation in NM Release 25.0:  

 

Functional 
Block 

CR 
number 

Title 

FB1124 CR_048125 Include missing fields for Airports in the P/S flight data output 

FB1124 CR_048127 
Determine SID/STAR based upon departure/arrival runway in 
DPI/API 

FB1120 CR_047024 
Enhancement of Network Cherry Pick Regulation web service 
requests 

FB1120 CR_047961 Include IAF in flight.arrivalinformation 
FB1120 CR_047963 Include wakeTurbulenceCategory into flight.arrivalInformation  

FB1120 CR_047962 Route connected STAR update (left over from FB1070) 
 

10.3 Overview of outstanding changes after NMOC 25.0 

(1) The following CRs are listed for implementation after NM25.0: 

 
Functional 

Block 
CR 

number 
Title 

  Nothing confirmed yet 
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APPENDIX A: Acronyms and Abbreviations 

The following are the definitions of the Acronyms and Abbreviations that are particular to this 
document and not of a more general nature: 

 

A 
A-CDM Airport CDM (CDM airport) 

ADEP Aerodrome of Departure 

ADES Aerodrome of Destination 

ADEXP ATS Data Exchange Presentation 

AIP Aeronautical Information Publication 

AMAN Arrival Manager 

ANI                   Advanced Network Integrated (Airport) 

ANSP Air Navigation Service Provider 

AO Aircraft Operator 

AOBT Actual Off-Block Time 

AODB Airport Operations Data Base 

AOP Airport Operations Plan 

API                    Arrival Planning Information 

APOC Airport Operations Centre 

APR Aircraft operator Position Report 

ARCID Aircraft Identification 

ARCTYP Aircraft Type (ADEXP) 

ATC Air Traffic Control 

ATFCM Air Traffic Flow and Capacity Management 

ATO Actual Time Over 

ATS Air Traffic Services 

ATV Airport Transit View 

B, C 
B2B Business to Bussines 

CACD Central Airspace and Capacity Database 

CCAMS Centralised Code Assignment and Management System 

CDM Collaborative Decision Making 

CHMI Collaborative Human Machine Interface 

COBT Computed Off-Block Time (CTOT – TaxiTime) 

CPR Correlated Position Report (surveillance data) 

CTFM Current Traffic Flight Model (also called Actual Flight Model on CHMI) 

CTO Calculated Take-Over 

CTOT Calculated Take-Off Time 

D 

DCB Demand Cpacity Balancing 

DDR Demand Data Repository 

DEP Departure Message 

DES De-suspension (message) 
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DPI Departure Planning Information 

DTW Departure Tolerance Window 

E 

eAMAN extended Arrival Manager 

EDIT Estimated De-Icing Time 

EOBD Estimated Off-Block Date (off block date provided by IFPS) 

EOBT Estimated Off-Block Time (off block time provided by IFPS) 

ENV ENVironment (also called CACD) 

ETFMS Enhanced Tactical Flow Management System 

ETO Estimated Time Overhead 

ETOT Estimated Take-Off Time 

EXIT Estimated taXi-In Time 

EXOT Estimated taXi-Out Time 

F 

FAM Flight Activation Monitoring 

FCM Flight Confirmation Message 

FDPS Flight Data Processing System 

FMP Flow Management Position 

FNL Final 

FPL Flight Plan Message (ICAO format) 

FTFM Filed Traffic Flight Model (also called Estimated Flight Model on CHMI) 

FUM Flight Update Message 

G, H, I 
HA Handling Agent 

IAF Inbound Approach Fix 

IATA International Air Transport Association  

ICAO International Civil Aviation Organisation 

ICD Interface Control Document 

IFPLID Initial Flight Plan Identification 

K, L, M 

LTM                   Local Traffic Management 

MIRROR to be specificed  

MPR Most Penalising Regulation  

MCP Mandatory Cherry Pick (regulation)  

N 

NA Not applicable 

NM Network Manager 

NMOC Network Manager Operations Centre 

NOP Network Operations Plan 
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O 
OAT Operational Air Traffic 

P, Q 

R 
REA REAdy (message) 

RFI Ready For Improvement 

REG aircraft REGistration 

RTFM Regulated Traffic Flight Model 

S 
SAM Slot Allocation Message 

SID Standard Instrument Departure 

SMM Slot Missed Message 

SOBT Scheduled Off Block Time 

SRM Slot Revision Message 

STAR Standard Instrument Arrival 

STW Slot Tolerance Window 

SWM Sip Wanted Message 

T 
TBC To Be Completed 

TBD To Be Defined 

TIS Time to Insert into the Sequence 

TMA Terminal Area 

TOBT Target Off-Block Time (from AO/Handler) 

TRS Time to Remove from the Sequence 

TSAT Target Start-up Approval Time 

TTA Target Time of Arrival 

TTO Target Time Over 

TWR Tower 

U, V, W, X, Y, Z 
UC Use Case 

UDPP User Defined Prioritisation Process 
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APPENDIX B 

 

API ERRor Reply services summary 
 
 

 
Comment-field text 

 
Description 

 
Notes 

NOT EXISTING FLIGHT  The message could not be matched to flight data in ETFMS because ETFMS 
had not (yet) received the flight plan or because the AO had cancelled the flight 
plan. 

1) 

NOT AUTHORIZED TO SEND THIS MESSAGE When API received from an address which is not allowed to send API  
FLIGHT ALREADY ACTIVATED The flight has already been reported as airborne to ETFMS so this API services 

is no longer accepted. 
 

FLIGHT ALREADY TERMINATED ETFMS has already terminated the flight. API services not accepted  
FLIGHT IS SUSPENDED The flight is suspended. This API services is not accepted.   
MESSAGE RECEIVED TOO LATE In case the API contains a landingTime which is later than clock+10min. 

In case the TargetTakeOffAPIRequest service is used later than the 
latestSubmissionTargetTakeOffAPItime 

1) 

ATTRIBUTE_MISSING_FOR_TARGET_API_UPDATE In case the coordinationFix is missing when targetAPIUseCase is “Update”  
ATTRIBUTE_PRESENT_FOR_TARGET_API_REMOVE In case the coordinationFix is not null when targetAPIUseCase is “Remove”  
COORDINATION FIX UNKNOWN In case the coordinationFix is unknown  
COORDINATION FIX NOT ON ROUTE In case the coordination fix is not on the trajectory of the flight  
TTO OUTSIDE REGULATION PERIOD In case the entry time into the regulation derived from the 

consolidatedTargetTimeOver is outside the regulation period 
 

FLIGHT NOT SUBJECT TO REGULATION In case the regulationId doesn't correspond to an active regulation 
In case the FTFM profile doesn't cross the corresponding traffic volume 
In case the flight is manually excluded from the regulation 
In case the regulationId is unknown 

 

UNREALISTIC TTO In case the targetTimeOver is unfeasible (e.g. because the speed would become 
unrealistic). 

 

FLIGHT IS GENERALLY EXEMPTED FROM 
REGULATIONS 

In case the flight is generally exempted from regulations  

REJECTED DUE TO FORCED CTOT In case the CTOT of a flight forced 1) 
MESSAGE RECEIVED TOO EARLY In case the TargetTimeOverAPIRequest is received after OBT-40min.  
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FLIGHT NOT YET CONFIRMED BY FLIGHT PLAN The DPI has been associated to an RPL/MFD for which no FPL message has 
been received from the AO yet 

 

TAXI TIME OUT OF RANGE The taxi-time is not between 1 and 90 min.  
FLIGHT IS SUSPENDED BY IFPS REVALIDATION The flight is suspended by IFPS re-validation. The AO must send a DLA of CHG 

message before API services are accepted. 
 

PROVIDED TIMES ARE INCONSISTENT Several of the provided times in the same API services are inconsistent  
INCORRECT LANDING TIME The actual landinTime > ALDT +60min from CPR  
INCORRECT TURNAROUND TIME The MTTT shall be at least 5min.  

 
Notes: 
(1) -  Please note that these ERRor messages should be interpreted with care when testing the ANI Airport/FMP system on the B2B_OPEVAL, B2B_PREOPS or on the 
ETFMS OPS evaluation system. These ERRor messages returned by the OPS evaluation system might not be sufficiently reliable.         
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APPENDIX C 

Working relationship 
APOC - TWR – FMP - NMOC  

Operation 
 

Note: this section will be further detailed while gaining experience 
 

FMP@ANI-Airport 
The FMP and Airport operations need to cooperate closely and have established an operational 
process that support the provision of API services to NM. 
Procedures need to be agreed with NMOC Operations. 
 
In general, the FMP for an ANI Airport will be the main contact for: 

- Implementation decision for ATFCM regulations 
- Coordination with NMOC with regards to general information (e.g. WX, technical 

issues,…) 
- Defining the TIS value 

 
 
 

 
APOC@ANI-Airport 
The Airport Operations Centre (APOC)  at an ANI-Airport needs to keep a close link between 
FMP and NMOC Operations. 
 
The APOC at an ANI-Airport needs to communicate with NMOC Operations for: 

- Actions on individual flights (if any) 
- Situation at the Airport to improve situational awareness for NMOC for e.g. display in NOP 

Portal. 
 
The APOC at a ANI-Airport will be the main contact for: 

- informing of unexpected runway (un)availability 
- Ensure that updates to taxi-times-in (via API services) are adjusted to the operational 

circumstances 
 
 
 
 
FMP or APOC  @CDM Airport 
During Contingency Operations, when CDM and DPI, API services are no longer operational, the 
FMP or APOC, dependent on local arrangements for a CDM Airport provides: 

- all changes to runway configurations 
- … 
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APPENDIX D 

Procedure for Contingency Operations  
with ANI Airports  

 
 

1. Procedure 

1.1 Step 1 – Information Exchange 
 

(2) Refer to Doc Ref 5 Section 7.1.4 Interruption of DPI messages for a detailed description of the 
procedure. 

FMP, APOC will inform NMOC supervisor as soon as possible of any interruption or change of local 
Airport procedures that have an impact on the quality and availability of the API services. 

If the problem is detected by NMOC, the APOC supervisor and Technical help desk will be informed 

by NMOC. 
 
Note that the NMOC is not monitoring the quality and completeness of the reception of API 
services continuously. 
 
Following the coordination between the FMP/TWR/APOC and NMOC, disabling the acceptance 
of API services may be decided. This could be required if all API services are erroneous and are 
consequently rejected by ETFMS. 
 
NMOC will send AIM messages to inform the ATFM community of any relevant changes to the 
interface (both operational and technical) with the ANI Airport. 
Example: 
 

AIRPORT DATA EXCHANGE (API) FROM .... TO NMOC INTERRUPTED 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
. 
. VALID: WEF DD.MM.YYYY HH:MM UTC UNTIL UFN. 
.  
. REASON ......   
.  
. THE API TRANSMISSION TO NMOC IS INTERRUPTED FOR TECHNICAL . REASONS 
. 
. IMPACT ON OPERATIONS: 
. 
. IT IS REQUIRED TO REVERT TO: 
.    TO BE SPECIFIED.  
. NOTE THAT STANDARD OPERATIONS LOCALLY AT THE AIRPORT MAY CONTINUE  
. 
. WE WILL KEEP THE COMMUNITY INFORMED WHEN NEW INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE  
. 
NETWORK MANAGER OPERATIONS CENTER - BRUSSELS 
 

1.2 Step 2 – Activate Contingency procedures 
 
Examples of actions may be required by the ANI Airport during the interruptions of API 
services to the ETFMS Operational system: 
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a) Global taxi-time increase 
API services provide a variable taxi-time (VTT/EXIT) for each individual flight. The API 
services contain longer taxi-times in case this is required during for example adverse 
conditions. 
When the API services are interrupted, the APOC in close cooperation with the FMP, shall 
request to extend the global taxi-time in NMOC. This is the same procedure that was used 
before API were put into operations. 

b) Provide Runway Configuration Updates 
API services provide may provide a STAR and/or an arrival runway for each flight. ETFMS 
uses this information to select the best possible STAR and update flight profiles accordingly. 
If API services are no longer received, the FMP shall provide Runway Configuration 
Updates to NMOC. 
 

              c) Modifying TIS back to standard value (for large Airports usually 20 min)    
 
During the period the API services are interrupted, the NMOC may provide additional support 
to the Airport, similar to the support provided during adverse conditions. 
 

1.3 Step 3 – Analyse and solve problem 
 
Analyse and solve the problem. Agree date and time with Current OPS Manager (NM OM) 
when API service transmission can be re-started. 
 

1.4 Step 4 – Normal Operations 
 
Revert back to normal Airport operations on the agreed date and time. 
 
Refer to Step 2 of the list of actions that may have to be taken. 
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APPENDIX E 
 

Conversion table of API data fields B2B ↔ ADEXP 

The table below shows the equivalent ADEXP field name for each B2B attribute, sorted 
alphabetically on B2B attribute. 

B2B attribute ADEXP 

aerdodromeOfDeparture ADEP 

aerodromeOfDestination ADES 

aircraftIATAID IATAARCID 

aircraftId ARCID 

aircraftType ARCTYP 

airportSlotArrival AASDT 

arrivalApronStand APRONSTANDARR 

arrivalProcedure STAR 

arrivalRunway RWYARR 

arrivalTerminal TERMINALARR 

arrivalTaxiTime TAXITIMEARR 

consolidatedTargetTimeOver CONSOLIDATEDTDTO 

coordinationFix TTOF 

earliestTargetTimeOver EARLIESTTDTO 

estimatedOffBlockTime EOBT + EOBD 

flightStatusInbound ATVSTATUSINBOUND 

ifplId IFPLID 

impactSeverityIndicator IMPACTSEVERITY 

inBlockTime EIBDT or AIBT 

landingTime ELDT or ALDT 

minimumTurnaroundTime MTTT 

registrationMark REG 

regulationId REGUL 

scheduledInBlocktime SIBDT 

targetAPIUseCase 
TTO related fields absent when 
targetAPIUseCase = Remove 

targetTimeOver TDTO 

--  APISTATUS 

-- ORIGIN 

-- TITLE 

Note: The syntax of the B2B attributes may vary slightly compared with the syntax of the ADEXP 

fields. For more technical specifications on using NM B2B web services please refer to Doc Ref 6. 
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APPENDIX F 
 

Relevant Flight Data and Regulation related B2B web services  
 

1. Flight data 
(3) ANI Airport or FMP systems can access flight data through two (2) different type of services: 

a) Request /Reply service – the Airport and/or FMP sends a request to NM periodically to 
receive updated flight data.  

b) Publish/Subscribe service – it allows a client to subscribe to a topic and receive 
asynchronous messages each time there is an update in the data on that topic.  

NM recommends the use of the Publish/Subscribe services over the Request/Reply services.  

(4) B2B services that provide NM flight data allow customers to receive the data of a flight, as it exists 
in the NM systems. 

(5) Note that not all attributes can be received at the same time, as it depends on the weight of the 
message. Flight fields can be ‘light’ or ‘heavy’, so for details on the weight please refer to Doc Ref 
3. 

 
 

1.1 Flight Services (Request /Reply service) 
 

(6) The B2B Flight Management Service, under Flight Services category, allows requests aimed at 
managing flights: 

a) FlightListByAerodromeRequest – used by ANI Airports/FMP to request the list of flights 
arriving and/or departing from an Airport. 

b) FlightListByAerodromeSetRequest – used by FMP to request the list of flights arriving 
and/or departing from a set of aerodromes under its area of responsibility.  

c) FlightListByTrafficVolumeRequest – used by FMP systems to request the list of flights 
in a specific traffic volume. 

d) FlightListByAirspaceRequest – used by FMP systems to request the list of flights in a 
specific airspace. 

(7) The number of requests is limited by NM. The limits can be found in Doc Ref 9. 

 
 

1.2 Flight Data subscription (Publish/Subscribe service) 

 

(8) The P/S service for flights data through B2B is the FLIGHT_DATA Subscription topic. 

(9) ANI Airport and/or FMP systems should subscribe to the FLIGHT_DATA to receive notification 
about changes to the arriving flights at the Airport, a specific traffic volume or an airspace. 

(10) This service includes a message filter, FlightDataMessageFilter, for the user to define a flight 
set that determines which flights shall be "captured" by the subscription: 

a) Aerodromes Of Arrival - accepts a set of aerodromes and catches all flights arriving to any 
of the aerodromes provided in the set. The arrival aerodrome can be either the filed 
aerodrome of destination (ADES) or the diverted aerodrome in case the flight was 
diverted 
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b) Concerned Air Traffic Services (ATS) unit - accepts a set of Air Navigation Unit identifiers 
that represent valid ATS units and catches all flights that "concern" any of the ATS units 
provided in the set. 

(11) In the subscription phase, the user (ANI Airport/FMP) shall indicate in the 
FlightDataPayloadConfiguration attribute the flight fields to be included in the flight data 
messages published by NM from the PSFlightField list. 

(12) The update is sent max 5 seconds from the moment the flight was updated in the NM systems. 

 

2. Regulation data (retrieval) 
 

(13) B2B Regulation related services allow customers to receive the description of a regulation (not 
proposal regulations), as it exists in the NM systems.  

(14) ANI Airport and FMP systems can access regulations data through two (2) different types of 
services: 

a) Request /Reply service – the Airport and/or FMP system sends a request to NM 
periodically to receive updated regulations data.  

b) Publish/Subscribe service – it allows a client to subscribe to a topic and receive 
asynchronous messages each time there is an update in the data on that topic.  

NM recommends the use of the Publish/Subscribe services over the Request/Reply services.  

 
 

2.1 Regulations List (Request/Reply service) 
 

(15) The B2B Flow Service Group, under Measures Service, allows requests aimed at acquiring 
regulations related information: 

a) RegulationListRequest – used by ANI Airports/FMP to query the list of real regulations 
(not proposal regulations). 

(16) The number of requests is limited by NM. The limits are specified in Doc Ref 9. 

 
 

2.2 Regulations subscription (Publish/Subscribe service) 
 

(17) The P/S service for data through B2B is the REGULATIONS Subscription topic.  

(18) ANI Airport and/or FMP system shall subscribe to the REGULATIONS to receive notification 
about new regulations or changes to the regulations applying to a specific traffic volume or set of 
traffic volumes. 

(19) A RegulationMessage is published by NM each time a new ATFCM regulation is created or  
modified. 

(20) This service includes a message filter, RegulationMessageFilter, for the user to define the traffic 
volume(s) that determines which regulations shall be "captured" by the subscription: 

a) tvs - Selects the regulations applying to all the traffic volumes which are specified  in this 
set. The logical OR operator is meant between the items in the set.  

b) tvSets - Selects the regulations applying to a traffic volume belonging to at least one of 
the given traffic volume sets. The logical OR operator is meant between the items in the  
set. 
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(21) In the subscription phase, the user (ANI Airport/FMP) shall indicate in the payload attribute the 
regulation fields to be included in the flight data messages published by NM from the 
RegulationField list. 

(22) The information update is sent max 5 seconds from the moment the flight was updated in the NM 
systems. 

 

 

3. Regulation data (proposal) 
 

(23) NM also allows FMPs to propose new regulations through the B2B web services, replacing the 
common manual procedure through telephone call. This service is not available for Airports 
directly. Airports shall coordinate with FMPs. 

(24) The B2B Flow Service Group, under Measures category, allows requests aimed at proposing 
regulations: 

a) RegulationProposalFilingRequest – used by the FMP to request to file a proposal to: 

i) create a regulation; 

ii) update a regulation(non-proposal regulation from a RegulationListRequest); 

iii) cancel a regulation (non-proposal regulation from a RegulationListRequest). 

b) RegulationProposalRevocationRequest – used by the FMP to request to revoke a 
regulation proposal. The B2B client has filed a regulation proposal but he changed his 
mind and wants to undo: remove the proposal. 

c) RegulationProposalUpdateRequest – used  by FMP Request to update a filed 
regulation proposal before it has been accepted, nor rejected by NMOC. 
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APPENDIX G 
 

Output of API Attributes 

The table below shows where the attributes that NM receives via API messages can be found in 
the flight data output (Flight. …) of the B2B web services (R/R and P/S). 

 

Attribute in API Attribute in flight. <name> 

aerodromeOfDeparture flightId.FlightKeys.aerodromeOfDeparture 

aerodromeOfDestination flightId.FlightKeys.aerodromeOfDestination 

aircraftIATAID ArrivalInformation.aircraftIATAID 

aircraftId flightId.FlightKeys.aircraftId 

aircraftType ArrivalInformation.aircraftType 

airportSlotArrival ArrivalInformation.airportSlotArrival 

arrivalApronStand ArrivalInformation.arrivalApronStand 

arrivalProcedure ArrivalInformation.apiArrivalProcedure 

arrivalRunway ArrivalInformation.arrivalRunway 

arrivalTaxiTime ArrivalInformation.arrivalTaxiTime 

arrivalTerminal ArrivalInformation.arrivalTerminal 

consolidatedTargetTimeOver ArrivalInformation.consolidatedTargetTimeOver 

coordinationFix ArrivalInformation.coordinationFix 

earliestTargetTimeOver ArrivalInformation.earliestTargetTimeOver 

estimatedOffBlockTime flightId.FlightKeys.estimatedOffBlockTime 

flightStatusInbound ArrivalInformation.flightStatusInbound 

ifplId flightId.IFPLId 

impactSeverityIndicator ArrivalInformation.impactSeverityIndicator 

inBlockTime ArrivalInformation.inBlockTime 

landingTime ArrivalInformation.landingTime 

minimumTurnaroundTime ArrivalInformation.minimumTurnaroundTime 

registrationMark ArrivalInformation.registrationMark 

regulationId ArrivalInformation.regulationId 

scheduledInBlocktime ArrivalInformation.scheduledInBlocktime 

targetAPIUseCase -- 

targetTimeOver ArrivalInformation.targetTimeOver 
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APPENDIX H 
 

Other relevant attributes available via NM B2B flight output 

The table below shows the attributes that NM provides via its flight output service that could be 
useful for ANI Airports and FMPs when they provide information via API messages. 

 

Attribute in flight. <name> Description 

apiSubmissionRules 
Identifies when the TargetTakeOffAPIRequest 
and TargetTimeOverAPIRequest can be used 

       latestSubmissionTargetTakeOffAPI 
Deadline for using TargetTakeOffAPIRequest 
service 

       earliestSubmissionTargetTimeOverAPI 
starting time for submission of a TTA request 
using TargetTimeOverAPIRequest service 

divertedAerodromeOfDestination 
Contains the new ADES if NM is informed 
about a diversion 

calculatedTakeOffTime 
The CTOT, possiblyupdated by a 
TargetTakeOffAPIRequest 

exemptedFromRegulations 
Identifies if the flight is exempted from 
regualtions 

mostPenalisingRegulation Identifies the MPR of the flight 

hasOtherRegulations 
Identifies if the flight has one or more 
regulations 

filedRegistrationMark The aircraft REGistration from the flight plan 

hasBeenForced 
The CTOT has been forced, so is not a 
candidate for a TargetTakeOffAPIRequest 

flightState The status of the flight as known by NM 

slotZone The -5 to +10min window around the CTO 

ArrivalInformation. <name> -- 

     nmArrivalProcedure The arrivalprocedure selected by NM/ETFMS 

     calculatedTimeOver 
The CTO selected by NM after processing of a 
TargetTakeOffAPIRequest 

     minCalculatedTimeOver 
The earliest possible CTO if there were no 
other regulations affecting the flight 

     maxCalculatedTimeOver The latest possible CTO 

     estimatedOrActualTimeOver 
The most accurate time over the coordination 
fix known by NM. 

CDMInfo. <name> -- 

     registrationMark 
The aircraft REGistration as received from the 
departure airport via DPI 

     aircraftType 
The aircraft type as received from the 
departure airport via DPI 

targetTime 
The target time over the relevant flight profile 
point for the most penalizing regulation of the 
flight  

cTOTLimitReason 
Possible exceptional reasons that may affect 
the CTOT allocation of a flight. -  It enumerates 
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when the flight's CTOT has been forced by 
NMOC. 

calulatedTakeOffTime 
Calculated take-off time: the take-off time 
corresponding to the RTFM flight profile 
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